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There is a dynamical interaction between an ultrashort laser pulse and the medium it 
propagates through. At the shortest timescales, the near-instantaneous electronic 
response of the medium contributes to an induced polarization nonlinearity. On a 
longer timescale, the vibrational response can contribute, followed on even longer 
timescales by the rotational response. One of the major consequences of these 
nonlinearities is that they can induce the collapse and filamentation of the laser pulse, 
leading to ionization and plasma generation.  
In this dissertation, measurements and theory are presented for both the fundamental 
atomic and molecular nonlinearities themselves (electronic, rovibrational, and 
ionization rates) in the range =400nm-2600nm, and their applications. The media 
investigated are air constituents (Ar, N2, O2), H2, D2, and common transparent optical 
materials. In particular, in one application it is shown that in molecular gases like N2 
  
and O2, the propagating laser electric field can pump a rotational wavepacket, 
producing molecular ensembles with both transient and long-lived (“permanent”) 
alignment components. This alignment, which generates quantum echoes (rotational 
revivals), can interact with the pulse that generated it (rotational nonlinearity) and 
with any pulses that may follow. We show that a properly timed train of ultrashort 
laser pulses can resonate with the rotational revivals, causing a “permanent” 
alignment in the gas which thermalizes and then drives a strong hydrodynamic 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Motivation and outline of the dissertation 
Propagation of an intense, ultrashort laser pulse, is dominated by the propagation 
medium, which can both distort the laser pulse and leave the medium perturbed. A 
common type of pulse distortion is linear dispersion, arising from the frequency 
dependence of the linear response. Depending on the sign of the dispersion, the pulse 
can be spread or compressed temporally. 
The lowest order nonlinear responses in a medium depend on the medium’s 
symmetry properties. In an isotropic medium, the lowest order response is 3
rd
 order in 
the laser electric field, and includes the processes of self-focusing and self-phase 
modulation. Spatially, the 3
rd
 order nonlinear response leads to either self-focusing or 
self-defocusing (depending on the sign of the nonlinearity). Self-focusing, the most 
common process, which can depend on the electronic, rotational and vibrational 
responses, can initiate a runaway collapse process in which the beam focuses toward 
a singularity, a process arrested only when the local intensity is high enough for 
ionization and plasma generation, which defocuses the beam. Temporally, the third 
order nonlinear response is responsible for self-phase modulation, which adds new 
frequency components to the laser pulse; the bandwidth of the pulse can be 
significantly broadened. Other components of the third order response lead to 
generation of the 3
rd
 harmonics of the carrier frequency. At high laser intensities near 
the ionization threshold of the medium, the perturbative approach breaks down, and 





A particularly interesting and practical outcome of self-focusing and self-
focusing arrest is the generation of femtosecond filaments. Such a laser filament is 
formed when a dynamic interplay occurs between self-focusing and plasma-induced 
defocusing, leading to propagation of a high intensity core over an extended range 
greatly exceeding the Rayleigh length, the natural scale length for diffraction. For 
near infrared pulses ~ 1μm  , filamentary propagation has been studied 
extensively [2,3]. Filamentation has found applications in the generation of terahertz 
radiation  [4], high harmonic generation  [5], and air lasing [6–8]. Supercontinuum 
generation [9] both in gases and solids has become an important method to generate 
laser pulses with extremely broad bandwidth.  
Through generation of plasma and excitation of rotations, filamentation in air is 
shown to leave a column of heated gas behind [10], which causes long-timescale 
hydrodynamic response [11]. It is this hydrodynamic response  [12–17] that is used to 
inscribe optical waveguides into air remotely.  
With an eye on its applications for generation of air waveguides, in Chapter 2 we 
show that a train of ultrashort near-IR laser pulses can resonate with the rotational 
states of diatomic molecules such as N2 and O2, and cause them to become 
permanently aligned along the laser polarization axis. The pulse train deposits 
significant energy into rotations of the molecules, causing a level of gas heating and 
hydrodynamic response which can exceed that from filamentary plasma generation. 
In Chapter 3, we describe our work to measure the electronic nonlinearity 




It has been anticipated that new regimes of laser filamentation are possible at longer 
wavelengths, such as in the mid- to long-wave infrared range ( ~ 1.5 10μm  ), where 
beam collapse arrest may occur through harmonic walk-off rather than plasma-
induced refraction [18]. Mid-IR filamentation plays a major role in the generation of 
coherent keV photon beams in high-pressure gas-filled capillaries [19] and broad 
mid-IR supercontinua in high-pressure gas volumes [20]. 
 In Chapter 4 we measure the contribution of the adiabatic vibrational response 
to the instantaneous nonlinear response of diatomic molecules H2 and D2 , which, as 
the simplest molecules, provide a benchmark for theory and simulation. Finally in 
Chapter 5, we measure, for the first time, the absolute rates of ionization in noble 
gases, N2 and O2. An interesting outcome of these measurements is that the nonlinear 
response of the neutral atoms and molecules surviving past the ionization threshold is 
still approximately quadratic in the laser field, a result predicted by perturbation 





1.2 Linear and nonlinear response of media 
 
We start with the electromagnetic wave propagation equation, with a polarization 
source term, P 
2 2
2
2 2 2 2
1 4
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where L NL P P P  is the sum of linear and nonlinear contributions. In general, for a 
spatially local but possibly temporally nonlocal response, one must use
( , ) ( ) ( , )P r E rL     , where tilde quantities are Fourier transforms of the time 
dependent fields. However, far from material resonances, the linear response is nearly 
instantaneous, with ( , ) ( , t)P r E rL t   modeling the linear response of the medium 
and with 
0( )    very weakly dependent on the central frequency of the laser 
bandwidth. Similarly, for the class of electronic nonlinearities associated with 
electron orbitals NLP  is likewise a near-instantaneous function of ( , t)E r  far from 
resonances. Equation (1.9) becomes 
22 2
2
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where 2 1 4n    is the index of refraction. In atoms such as noble gases only 
electronic nonlinearities contribute to NLP . In linear diatomic molecules such as N2 
and H2 electronic, rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom can contribute to the 
nonlinear polarization.  In the lowest order (third order) isotropic nonlinearities 
considered in this thesis, which drive self-focusing and self-phase modulation, 
2(3) ( , ) ( , )
NL
elec t tP E r E r  and 
2
( , t) ( ( ) ( , ) ) ( , )P r E r  E r
NL
t
rot d R t t  
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electronic and rotational contributions to the total nonlinear polarization, where 
(3) (3)
0 0 0 0( ; , , )         is the appropriate third order nonlinear 
susceptibility  [21] and R is a time-domain response function describing the 
cumulative Raman excitation of rotational quantum states during the pulse [22]. The 
contribution of vibrations is somewhat more complex and is covered in Chapter 4. 
While vibrational nonlinearities play little role in atmospheric filamentation using 
near-IR lasers, they can play a significant role in mid-IR propagation  [23] 
1.3 Laser system 
Titanium:Sapphire is the most widely used laser gain medium in ultrafast laser 
labs today. Ti:Sapphire crystals, usually pumped with ~0.5m green pulses derived 
from frequency doubled  ~1 m range lasers, can amplify over a bandwidth =680 
nm - 1100nm, ensuring support of ultrashort pulse structure, if desired. Alternatively, 
for CW operation, the wide bandwidth supports broad tunability. 
For ultrashort pulses Ti:Sapphire-based oscillator cavities support mode-locking 
over a wide bandwidth. The most common mode-locking mechanism is Kerr lens 
mode locking, pioneered by Spence, Kean and Sibbett [24]. Here, the oscillator cavity 
has been adjusted so that nonlinear self-focusing in the laser material leads to the 
lowest loss round-trip propagation path in the cavity, while linearly propagating 
modes experience the greatest loss. Hence, the shortest pulse—the modelocked pulse, 
which is also the most intense—is the only one to survive cavity losses and it 
commandeers all of the laser gain [25,26]. If necessary, pulses picked from the train 
of ultrashort laser pulses emerging from the oscillator can be used as a seed for 




In our lab, we use a commercial oscillator
1
 to generate a train of broadband (~65 nm) 
pulses with repetition rate of 80 MHz. The oscillator is pumped by a single mode 5 W 
green laser (=532 nm). The energy of each oscillator pulse is ~5 nJ—too small to 
cause any nonlinear effects in dilute media such as gases. In order to observe 
nonlinear effects in dilute media, the oscillator pulses need to be amplified in a high 
gain (~10
6
) Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (RGA), where Pockels cells are used 
to trap (switch in) 1 in every 80000 seed pulses. To avoid catastrophic nonlinear self-
focusing in the RGA and in any subsequent amplifiers, the seed pulses are stretched 
in temporal duration from ~40fs to ~200ps using a grating stretcher. After stretching, 
the seed pulse is switched into the RGA cavity using a Pockels cell. It then reflects 
back and forth ~12-25 times inside the RGA cavity, picking up energy from 
amplification in the pumped Ti:Sapphire crystal (pumped by a Q-switched, frequency 
doubled ~1m laser), until it is ejected (switched out) from the cavity by another 
Pockels cell after reaching an energy of multiple mJ, depending on the laser system 
(see below). The pulse temporal stretch is then reversed using a grating compressor, 
yielding ~40 fs pulses at several energies (see below). The stretch-amplify-compress 
processes is called Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) [27] and is the basis of all 
modern high intensity, short pulse laser systems. Figure 1.1(a) depicts a schematic of 
a diffraction grating-based pulse stretcher. It can be seen that the distance of the 
second lens to the second grating is smaller than that of first lens to the first grating. 
Hence the red side of the seed spectrum takes a shorter path compared to the blue 
side, causing the seed pulse to be positively chirped (red temporally leading blue)  
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Figure 1.1. Schematic design of (a) Pulse stretcher. The distance of lens 2 and grating 2 is smaller than 
that of lens 1 and grating 1, thus the redder parts of the spectrum encounter smaller delay compared to 
the bluer side. This results in the pulse to be positively chirped. (b) Pulse compressor. The redder side 
of the spectrum encounters longer delay compared to the bluer side, thus the pulse is negatively 
chirped.  
from ~20 fs to ~200 ps in a typical CPA stretcher. During amplification, normal 
group velocity dispersion in the Ti:Sapphire rod and Pockels cells leads the pulse to 
be further positively chirped on each RGA cavity round trip. After the RGA output, a 
pulse compressor depicted in Fig 1.1(b) compensates the positive chirp of the 
stretcher and amplifier by introducing negative chirp to the laser pulse.  
During the early work done in this dissertation, a commercial regenerative 
amplifier
1
 capable of producing 3.5 mJ, 40 fs pulses at 1 kHz was used as an 800 nm  
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Figure 1.2. Parametric gain in a 
(2)  material where a weak input signal at 
signal is amplified by 
splitting photons at 
pump  into two photons signal  and idler such that pump signal idler    . 
 
ultrashort laser source. This laser was later replaced with another model
1
 in which, 
prior to compression, the RGA output was sent to a single pass amplifier to double its 
energy. This laser produced 10 mJ, 38 fs pulses at 1 kHz, and was used in later work 
done in this dissertation. 
1.4 Mid-infrared optical parametric amplifier 
Optical parametric amplifiers (OPA’s) are used to convert the wavelength of 
ultrafast pump lasers (with fixed wavelength) into regions of spectrum where ultrafast 
laser gain media are not readily available, such as mid-infrared wavelengths. A 
tunable commercial
2
 OPA and difference frequency generator (DFG) were used in 
parts of the work presented in this dissertation to shift the center wavelength of our 
Ti:Sapphire laser source into the mid-IR range of 1.1 µm - 11 µm. The OPA has three 
stages: white light generation and pre-amplification, second stage amplification and 
power amplification. In the OPA, β-barium borate (BBO, a negative uniaxial non-
centrosymmetric nonlinear material) is used as the medium for parametric
3
 gain 
through difference frequency generation. In the first stage, ~10 µJ of 800 nm, 38 fs,  
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 A parametric nonlinear process is a process in which the energy state of the material after the process 










Figure 1.3. The output energy of OPA and DFG units when pumped by a 8 mJ, 38 fs Ti:Sapphire 
laser. 
 
vertically polarized laser pulse is focused in 3 mm of sapphire. Self-phase modulation 
in the sapphire produces a broadband supercontinuum spanning from 450 nm to 1600 
nm. The supercontinuum is heavily chirped by transmitting it through ~1 cm of ZnSe. 
The 1.1 µm to 1.6 µm part of the supercontinuum spectrum is used as the weak signal 
in the first stage of parametric amplification: a computer controlled delay line adjusts 
the delay of pump ( 800nmpump  ) so that it overlaps with the part of the spectrum of 
the signal, the user wants to amplify. The vertically polarized signal and horizontally 
polarized pump are focused through a BBO crystal, with the pump and signal being 
non-collinear. The angle of the BBO crystal is tuned by a computer-controlled 
                                                                                                                                           
second harmonic generation. In non-parametric process, energy is exchanged with the medium, e.g., 




rotation stage to satisfy type II phase matching for the user specified wavelength. The 
idler and the used pump are blocked whereas the amplified signal is amplified again 
in a second stage, using a fresh pump. Once again, the idler and the used pump are 
blocked after the second stage amplification. The amplified signal goes through a 
final amplification stage, where pump and signal are collinear, resulting in collinearly 
propagating signal and idler. The collinearly propagating signal and idler can be 
separated with broadband dichroic mirrors, and either the signal (1.1 µm – 1.6 µm, 
vertically polarized) or idler (1.6 µm – 2.6 µm, horizontally polarized) can be used as 
pump in mid-IR ultrafast experiments.  
If longer wavelengths are required, a difference frequency generation step can be 
performed between the signal and idler, extending the wavelength range up to 11 µm. 
The difference frequency generation is done by type I phase matching in AgGaS2 
(silver thiogallate or AGS, negative uniaxial 
(2)  material). Figure 1.3 shows the 
available pulse energy from the OPA and DFG units when they are pumped by a ~8 
mJ of 800 nm, 38 fs Ti:Sapphire laser at 1 kHz repetition rate. For an OPA, the 
Manley-Rowe relations [26] state that the rate at which pump photons are consumed, 
is equal to the rate at which new down-converted photons are generated. The energy 
of the photons for longer wavelengths is lower than that of shorter wavelengths, thus 
as the difference between the energy of the pump photons and the down converted 
photons becomes larger, the energy conversion efficiency for the down conversion 




1.5 Ultrafast time-resolved measurements of laser-induced nonlinearity 
As discussed earlier, the lowest order third order nonlinearities are the most 
important for the experiments of this dissertation. A significant part of this 
dissertation will cover single-shot ultrafast time-resolved measurements of these 
nonlinearities. Our measurement technique is single-shot supercontinuum spectral 
interferometry  [28–30], which we will describe shortly.  
Due to its simplicity, the single beam z-scan technique  [31] is a widely used 
method for measuring the nonlinear refractive index and nonlinear absorption in 
solids and liquids. A sample is moved through the focus of the laser pulse. The 
nonlinearity and beam propagation changes the spatial profile of the beam after the 
sample in the far field, where the beam profile is recorded. The researcher can 
measure the nonlinear refractive index of the sample based on the changes in the 
beam profile recorded in the far field. A drawback of this technique (and its variants) 
is that a priori assumptions regarding the type of the nonlinearities involved and their 
time dependence as well as the spatial and temporal profile of the laser pulse are 
needed in order to simplify the nonlinear laser propagation calculations required by 
the analysis. 
Strong pump-weak probe techniques are improvements to single beam methods 
such as z-scan: When the intensity of the probe laser field is low enough it can be 
viewed as a perturbation to the pump electric field. For example, let us assume 
 , ˆ( ) ( ) expe e x e et A t i i t  E k r x  and  , ˆ( ) ( )expp p x p pt A t i i t  E k r x (subscript e 




respectively, propagating in an instantaneous isotropic 
(3)  medium. The induced 
dipole moment due to the external fields can be written as  
   
3
(1) (3) .x xx e p xxxx e pP E E E E      
(1.3) 
Most pump-probe experiments are designed such the pump and probe can be 
separated spatially ( ˆ ˆe pk k for non-collinear pump and probe) or filtered by color. 
Ignoring higher order terms in
pE , the induced dipole moment oscillating at frequency 
p  and propagating in direction 
ˆ
pk  is 
(1) (3) 2
, .x p xx p xxxx e pP E E E    
(1.4) 
In a well-designed pump-probe experiment, the interaction length between pump 
and probe through the material is small enough (usually through designing the 
pumped material to be thin) so that there is no need to include nonlinear propagation 
effects due to the pump—the pump imprints a phase on the weak probe (through the 
nonlinear material response) which simply propagates linearly after the interactions. 
The second improvement is the added degree of freedom to make direct 
observations in the temporal domain. One approach is the multi-shot pump-probe 
method, where the time delay between the pump and a weak ultrashort probe is varied 
shot-by-shot, allowing reconstruction of the material’s nonlinear response. This 
method is not useful when there are significant shot-to-shot variations in laser 
parameters, resulting in even larger fluctuations in the material response. Such 






Figure 1.4 Strong pump cause a time dependent change in refractive index of the medium it 
propagates through. The probe overlaps in time with this refractive index change and acquires a phase 
shift.  
1.6 Single-shot supercontinuum spectral interferometry 
In single shot supercontinuum spectral interferometry (SSSI) two identical 
chirped broadband and low energy laser pulses (reference and probe) propagate 
collinearly through interaction region. The reference precedes the probe by , 
whereas the strong pump and probe overlap in time, as shown in Fig. 1.4. Each 
‘color’ of the probe interacts with a separate time slice of the material response, 
acquitting phase shift. After rejecting the pump, the probe and reference interfere in 
spectral domain in an imaging spectrometer. 
Let ( , )pE tr and ( , )refE tr be the probe and the reference in time domain 








induces a change in the refractive index ( , , )n z t r  which imparts a time dependent 
phase shift 
0 0( ) ( , , ) ( )eff,t k n z t dz k L n ,t      r r r  
(1.5) 
on the probe, where 
effL  is the effective medium length and 0k  is the probe central 
wavenumber. The imaging spectrometer enables resolving the spatial dependence of 
the probe phase shift along a 1D slice,
,0 0( )x, y r . Dropping the spatial dependence 
( )( ) ( ) ei tp refE t E t 
   
(1.6) 
In the Fourier domain let us denote ( )( ) ( ) e siref refE E
   , 
 ( )
( ) ( ) e s
i
p pE E
    
 
   
 , where ( )s   is the spectral phase of the reference, 
( )   is the phase shift imparted by the material response in the spectral domain1. 
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Due to the time delay   between probe and reference, interference fringes appear 
 cos ( )     in the spectral domain. We use these fringes to extract the phase 
shift      using Takeda method [32]. Furthermore ( ) ( )ref refE S  and 
( ) ( )p pE S  are measured directly by taking the spectra of the reference  
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Figure 1.5 Schematic of single shot spectral interferometry setup. The inset shows an example of 
interference pattern (data taken for publication of  [29]) observed in the spectral domain due to time 
separation between reference and probe. 
 
( )refS   and probe ( )pS  . An in situ method for measuring the spectral phase of the 
reference ( )s    is discussed in detail in  [30].  
Using Eq. (1.6) we can now derive time domain phase through 
  
 
i ( ) ( )1
i ( )1
( ) e
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(1.8) 
where 1   denotes the inverse Fourier transform. 
This is the basis of the SSSI [28] technique that we use extensively in this 
dissertation.  
Experimentally in order to generate the probe and reference, we focus ~100 µJ of 
40 fs Ti:Sapphire laser pulse at f/150 into a 40cm long gas cell filled with 2.5 atm of 
Xe gas cell, 2.5 atm











xenon. Filamentation in the gas cell generates a supercontinuum spanning from 
400nm-850nm. A pump rejection mirror discards the part of the spectra above 
700nm. The transmitted supercontinuum is recollimated using a lens. The 
combination of the lenses before and after the gas cell form a down-collimation 
telescope, resulting in a collimated supercontinuum with ~2 mm waist full width at 
half maximum (FWHM). The supercontinuum is split into copropagating probe and 
reference by a Michelson interferometer. The delay arm of the Michelson 
interferometer is set so that the probe precedes the reference by ~2 ps. The probe and 
reference are focused into the test vacuum chamber where they focus in the sample 
under test.. Furthermore an intense pump focuses on the same spot. 
Prior to the focusing of the 800nm beam into the xenon gas cell, we have a 
variable delay line which we adjust so that the pump and the probe arrive at the 
sample at the same time.  Furthermore, a 2  wave plate adjusts the polarization of the 
probe/reference with respect to the pump. After the interaction region, both of the 
pump and probe/reference diverge. At a point where the pump has diverged enough, 
we reject it so that it cannot interact with the probe at any point downstream out of 
the vacuum chamber. 
The interaction region between pump and probe is magnified and imaged on the 
(vertical) slit of an imaging spectrometer, where one spatial and one spectral (or as 




Chapter 2: Quantum control of molecular gas hydrodynamics 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Significant hydrodynamic perturbation of solids, liquids, and non-dilute gases by 
nonlinear absorption of intense laser pulses typically proceeds by localized plasma 
generation, which provides the pressure and temperature gradients to drive both mass 
motion and thermal transport. This is typically assumed to be the case for 
femtosecond filaments in gases, where depletion of the laser pulse energy due to 
absorption limits their ultimately achievable length [2] and where the thermal energy 
deposited in the gas can result in sound wave generation [12,33–39] followed by a 
gas density depression or ‘hole’ that can persist on millisecond timescales  [12,36,37]. 
Recently it was shown that this density hole can affect filamentation at kilohertz 
repetition rates by acting as a negative lens [36] and can steer filaments  [12]. It may 
even play an important role in filament-triggered electrical discharges  [34,35]. New 
applications such as high average power laser beam guiding and remote generation of 
lensing structures in the atmosphere [37] can be enabled by control of energy 
deposition in gases by femtosecond laser pulses.  
Previous work on energy deposition by filamentation has emphasized laser 
absorption due to atomic or molecular ionization and heating of free electrons [34–
36,40]. In this chapter, we first show that molecular rotational heating is the dominant 
source of energy absorption in air filaments produced by single pulses. We then show 
that significantly greater gas heating can be generated by coherently and resonantly 




ionizing laser pulses separated by the rotational revival period [41,42]. By ‘wave 
packet’, ,, , exp
j
rot j mj m
E




 , we mean the coherent superposition of 
angular momentum eigenstates ,j m  excited by the laser pulse(s), where j and m are 
quantum numbers for square of the total rotational angular momentum and for the 






   is the 
energies of state ,j m , I is the moment of inertia of the molecule, and ,j ma  is the 
probability amplitude of finding the molecule in the ,j m  eigenstate. We note that 











 . The structure of this integer relationship also allows 
fractional revivals at / 4, / 2, and 3 / 4r r rT T T  [29]. Gas heating occurs by collisional 
de-excitation and decoherence of the ensemble, leading to significant hydrodynamic 
response. Gas heating can be equivalent to that driven by filament plasma heated up 
to ~50 eV, greatly in excess of typical filament plasma electron temperatures of less 
than 5 eV. Moreover, we show that it is possible to deplete a population of 
rotationally excited molecules before the wave packet collisionally decoheres, 
suppressing gas heating. These results point to new ways of precisely controlling gas 
density profiles in atmospheric propagation [37], and have practical implications for 
schemes using pulse trains to enhance supercontinuum generation, filament length 
and plasma density [43,44], and THz amplification [41]. Other novel extensions are 




recently at low temperatures and pressures [45]. The interferometric technique 
employed here, combined with optical centrifuge techniques [46,47] or chiral pulse 
trains [48], could find use in studying laser-induced gas vortices [49]. 
Here, laser excitation/de-excitation of the molecular ensemble is monitored by 
direct interferometric measurement of the gas density depression produced by 
subsequent heating of the gas. A short laser pulse is absorbed by exciting rotational 
population by a two-photon Raman process [50,51]. As explained in Chapter 4, the 
bandwidth of a 40-100fs laser pulse is not enough to excite vibrational levels in either 
nitrogen or oxygen (0.3eV and 0.2eV respectively), thus the laser pulse cannot excite 
vibrational states of the gas. Gas heating occurs from thermalization of the pumped 
rotational ensemble, which occurs over hundreds of picoseconds [52]. Previously it 
was shown [36] that after ~1 s, a pressure-balanced quasi-equilibrium forms where 
the gas density profile is given by 0 0N N T T    , where 0N  and 0T  are the 
background density and temperature and T is the temperature increase from the 
laser absorption. Thus, the initial hole depth N  is proportional to the absorbed 
energy. The temperature profile, and therefore the density depression, then decays on 
millisecond timescales by thermal diffusion [36]. Even after many microseconds of 
diffusive spreading of the density hole [36], the peak depression is still proportional 
to the initial temperature, as verified in Fig. 1.1(a), in which a fluid code 
simulation [36] demonstrates the linear dependence of relative hole depth after 40 s 
of evolution vs. the initial gas temperature change in nitrogen. 





A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The laser pump 
consisted of a single pulse, double pulse, or a train of four 800nm, ~110 fs 
Ti:sapphire pulses generated with a 4-pulse Michelson interferometer [53] (“pulse 
stacker”). The beam was focused at f/44 by a lens into a chamber filled with various 
gases, to a vacuum beam waist FWHM of 33μm  and a confocal parameter of
02 6.2mmL z  . In all of the experiments, the laser was operated at 20Hz to avoid 
cumulative effects of long timescale density depressions caused by previous 
pulses [36]. A continuous wave helium-neon laser at λ = 632.8 nm was used to 
interferometrically probe the 2D gas density profile. A plane at the pump beam waist 
was imaged through a folded wavefront interferometer onto a CCD camera. Pump-
induced changes in the gas density cause phase shifts ( , )x y  in the z-propagating 
probe that are found by Fourier analysis of the interferogram [36]. Temporal gating of 
the probe pulse was achieved by triggering the CCD camera’s minimum ~40 µs wide 
electronic shutter to include the pump pulse at the window’s leading edge. Before 
phase extraction, 50 interferograms were averaged in order to improve the signal-to-
noise ratio [54]. This reduced the RMS phase noise to ~6 mrad, enabling 
measurement of relative gas density changes N N  as small as 10
4
. The probe 
interaction length in the pump-heated gas is the pump beam confocal parameter,
6.2mmL  . The change in refractive index of a gas varies with its density as 
0 0( 1)n n N N     [55], where 0n  and 
19 -3
0 2.47 10 cmN   are the refractive index 
and number density of the gas at standard temperature and pressure. For the probe 




its wave number and L is the propagation length. The gas density depression profile is 
then given by  0 0( ) ( 1)N x, y N n kL    . 




Figure 2.1. Experimental setup for measuring the 2D density profile of the rotationally excited gas at 
the pump beam focus. The chopper provides alternating pump on/off for background subtraction. (a) 
Simulation of hole depth vs. initial temperature showing that density hole depth is an excellent 
proportional measure of initial gas heating. (b) Scheme for (t1, t2) delay scan of pulses from pulse 
stacker. 
 
In a preliminary experiment, we examined rotational absorption of single 110 fs 
pulses with energies ranging from 20 μJ to 500 μJ, Figure 2 shows the peak relative 
density hole depth 
0/peakN N , measured at the center of the profile, as a function of 
the vacuum peak intensity. Measurements are shown for 1 atm N2, O2, Ar, and air. As 








































0/peakN N is proportional to the laser energy absorption and initial 
gas temperature change. It is seen that its power dependence is quite different for the 
diatomic gases and Ar. For peak pump intensities of 40 TW/cm
2
, below the ionization 
threshold of argon, we measured induced density depressions in all the diatomic 
gases, but none in argon to within our measurement uncertainty. At intensities below 
the ionization threshold, the energy absorbed by N2 and O2 has a roughly quadratic 
dependence on intensity, as expected for two-photon Raman absorption [38]. The 
curves deviate from the quadratic dependence at higher intensity, where absorption 
due to ionization strongly contributes. In all gases, saturation is observed at high 
pulse energy, which we attribute to the limiting of the laser intensity due to plasma 
defocusing [2]. Notably, our results show that at typical femtosecond filament 
clamping intensities of ~50 TW/cm
2
, the greatly dominant source of laser energy 
deposition in molecular gases is rotational absorption and not ionization and plasma 
heating. 
To calculate rotational absorption, we numerically solve for the evolution of the 








H ρ  
(2.1) 
where [,] denotes the commutator between operators, and 
0 opt H H H  is the total 
Hamiltonian composed of 2
0 / 2I MH J  and the interaction between the optical field 
and the molecules, 12 ( )opt t  H p E . Here J  is the rotational angular momentum 





operator, and ( )tE  is the time dependent electric field interacting with the molecule. 
For a series of co-polarized optical pulses as used in our experiment, selection rules 
dictate that the interaction with the optical field only couples states with j = ±2 or 0 
and m=0. Initially at room temperature the rotational states are thermally populated, 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Relative density depression (proportional to heating) measured at 40µs delay due to single-
pulse (110 fs FWHM) gas heating versus pump intensity at focus. In argon, plasma generation from 
multiphoton ionization and tunneling is the only source of gas heating, whereas in diatomic molecules, 
rotational excitation enables nonlinear absorption below the ionization threshold. The solid black line 
shows a density matrix calculation of the rotational absorption in N2 and the dashed line is a classical 
calculation using Eq. (2.3). The experimental points deviate from the density matrix simulation at 































with the Boltzmann distribution peaking at approximately jmax~10 in N2. The initial 
density matrix is  (0) 0exp /jmj m j j j mm j BD E k T Z       , where ( 1)jE hcBj j   is the 
rotational energy of j
th
 state,  / 4 MB cI  is the rotational constant (2.0 cm
−1
 for 
N2 [58]), Bk  is Boltzmann’s constant,  0(2 1)exp /k j BkZ D k E k T    is the 
partition function, and Dj is a statistical weighting factor depending on the 
symmetries of the molecule and its nuclear spin statistics.  
For N2, Dj = 6 for j even and Dj = 3 for j odd. The initial average rotational 
energy per molecule is  (0)0 0ρ BTr H k T  where Tr is the trace operation. The change 
in average rotational energy E per molecule (or the temperature change Bk T  of the 
molecular ensemble) induced by the pulse or pulse train is then given by 
(0)
0 0 ( , ),( , ) 0
,
( ( )) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ,B f j m j m f B
j m
E k T Tr H t Tr H hcBj j t k T       ρ ρ  (2.2) 
where ( )ρ t  is evolved by eq. (2.1) until time 
ft t  when the optical field from the 
pulse(s) is turned off. The pulses, individually or in a pulse train, are taken to be 
Gaussian in time. 
The calculated rotational temperature change for a single pulse in N2 is shown in 
Fig. 2 as a black solid line. The curve has been vertically shifted to match the 
experimentally measured hole depth in nitrogen. It matches well at low laser intensity 
I where rotational absorption is expected to be proportional to I
2
, but saturates at 
higher intensity as higher j-states become more separated in energy.  
The low intensity dependence can also be modeled classically as follows. For a 
classical rigid rotor, the torque on a molecule due to an optical field polarized at an 
angle   with respect to the molecular axis is 
2
1




the molecular polarizability anisotropy along its long and short axes. This can be used 
to show (in appendix A) that the ensemble-averaged work done on a molecule in the 













   
(2.3) 
 
This expression is plotted in Fig. 2.2 as a dashed line. The result agrees with the 
density matrix calculation at low intensities for a single pulse excitation of N2 and O2. 
We emphasize that the density matrix calculation predicts only the rotational 
absorption—at high intensities, the absorption is dominated by ionization and plasma 
heating as seen in the increasing deviation of the experimental points and simulation 
curves. 
In the next experiment we investigated the effect of a 4-pulse train on the laser 
absorption and heating in nitrogen. With multiple pulses timed to match the rotational 
revival period, it is possible to strongly enhance the contribution of higher rotational 
states to the wavepacket ensemble [41]. Here we show directly that this translates into 
dramatically increased gas heating. The durations of pulses 1-4 were 110 fs, 110 fs, 
120 fs and 110 fs, measured by a single shot autocorrelator, corresponding to vacuum 








. Note that if these 
pulses were coincident in time, the resulting single pulse would exceed the nitrogen 
ionization threshold. The pulse stacker time delays t1 and t2 were scanned by 
computer-controlled delay stages, so that the pulses arrived at t = 0, t1, t2, and t1+t2, as 
depicted in Fig. 2.1(b). We initially tuned the time separation between successive 
pulses to be T, the period of the first rotational revival. In nitrogen, T = (2cB)
−1




ps, the time when the alignment revival crosses zero. Then, a fine 2D scan in  1 2,t t  
of /peak atmN N was performed with 40 fs delay steps. 
Figure 2.3(a) shows the results of the pulse delay scan. Each point in the graph 
depicts the relative depth of the gas density hole at its center. The deepest hole, near t1 
= T and t2 = 2T, corresponds to the situation where each pulse in the train excites the 
molecules at the full revival from the previous pulse. Other features in the plot can be 
understood as resonances involving fewer pulses. The vertical bar (t1 = T, t2 = 2T + 
t) is where the first two pulses and second two pulses are resonant, but the delay 
between the second and third pulses is not. The horizontal bar (t1 = T +t, t2 = 2T) is 
where the first and third pulses are resonant (at the second full revival of the first 
pulse), and the same with the second and fourth pulses. The diagonals correspond to 
resonances between two pulses in the train. The southwest to northeast diagonal (t1 = 
T + t, t2 = 2T + t) is where the second and third pulses are resonant. The southeast 






Figure 2.3. Rotational absorption as a function of time delays t1 and t2 in the pulse stacker. The images 
at the top show extracted density hole images for three delays, showing the varying depth of the hole. 
(a) Interferometric measurement of peak relative depth of gas density hole. The deepest gas density 
depression corresponds to the peak energy absorption predicted by the simulation. (b) Simulation of 
absorbed energy E, found by numerically solving eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)  and averaging along the pump 
beam’s confocal parameter. 
 
resonant (at the second half revival). The maximum depth of the gas density hole 
induced by the 4-pulse train is ~6 times greater than the minimum in Fig. 2.3(a), 
which is similar to that induced by a single pulse.  
Figure 2.3(b) shows a simulation, using eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), of the absorbed 
energy in N2 as a function of the (t1, t2) scan of a 4-pulse train using the experimental 

















































as ~32 meV/molecule (T~150K) at the pump beam waist, which is only matched by 




 [59]). The plot shows an 
axial average peak heating of 28 meV/molecule along the pump confocal parameter. 
Comparison to Fig. 2.3(a) shows very good agreement between experiment and 
theory, with the resonance bars in the simulation decaying somewhat faster from the 
heating peak than in the experiment, an effect we are investigating. A similar 
experiment and simulation were performed for O2 gas, likewise with good agreement. 
So far we showed that it is possible to coherently excite a rotational wavepacket 
ensemble with a sequence of pulses separated by a full revival period, leading to 
strong heating of a gas of diatomic molecules. However, it is also possible to first 
excite the ensemble and then de-excite it well within the decoherence time over 
which it would normally thermalize and fully heat the gas. To show this, we used the 
first two pulses out of the pulse stacker, as specified earlier. The first pulse was used 
to excite the ensemble. We scanned the arrival time of the second pulse, t1, near T/2 ~ 
4.16 ps, the half-revival period of nitrogen. Figure 2.4 shows the measured depth of 
the density hole reduced by ~65% at the half-revival delay, while the simulation, 
axially averaged over the laser confocal parameter, shows an absorption reduction of 
~ 90%. In essence, energy from the first pulse invested in the wavepacket ensemble is 
coherently restored to the second pulse. Viewed alternatively, the T/2-delayed second 
pulse acts as an out-of-phase kick to suppress the molecular alignment induced by the 







Figure 2.4. Reduction of rotational heating using two pulses. Blue circles: Measured change in gas 
density as a function of the time delay t1 between two pulses spaced near the half revival T/2~4.16 ps 
in N2. The hole depth is reduced by ~65%. Red crosses: Simulation of rotational energy change per 
molecule from solving eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) for varying t1, showing absorption reduction of ~90%. 
 









































Figure 2.5. Experimental setup for the photoacoustic measurements of gas heating. The inset on the 
lower left shows a sample trace from an amplified electret microphone, digitized by an analog-to-
digital convertor (ADC). The inset on the upper left shows the amplitude of the sound wave as a 
function of two delays. 
2.4 Photoacoustic measurement of resonant rotational heating 
 
In our previous investigation of resonant rotational heating in air, we used 
interferometry with a CW helium-neon laser to measure the density depression 
produced by the gas heating. Here we employ an electret microphone
1
 to measure the 
emitted acoustic wave amplitude [38] from the column of heated gas, which is shown 
to be a good proxy [10] for the amount of energy absorbed by the gas. Acoustics have 
been used to study energy deposition in extended filamentary propagation [14,33], 
THz wave detection [60], and  to study rotational heating in an optical 
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centrifuge [46,61], where chirped optical pulses are used to excite extremely high 
angular momentum states. The microphone/acoustic method is relatively simple: 
while interferometry requires complex processing of interferograms and care to 
minimize probe refractive distortion by the heated gas column, the acoustic technique 
merely requires placement of a microphone near the laser focus to sample the emitted 
acoustic waves, with the signal collected by a slow oscilloscope or A/D converter. 
The experiment is depicted in Fig. 2.5 which includes a sample trace from the 
microphone. In a 4-pulse experiment we observe a resonant peak in the sound emitted 
due to rapid expansion of gas (red region in center). The microphone measurement 
also reproduces the horizontal, vertical and diagonal features of the interferometric 
density hole measurement. We performed similar timing scans as in the 
interferometric measurements for various peak laser intensities, with the results 
shown in Fig. 2.6(a-c). The duration of each pulse in the 4-pulse train is 95 fs 
FWHM, where each pulse in the sequence has energy (a) 25μJ, (b) 62μJ and (c) 84μJ 







. The molecular absorbed energy from the pulse sequence is simulated 
using density matrix code [29] and shown in Fig. 2.6(d-f). The horizontal dark bands 






Figure 2.6. Experimental (a-c) photoacoustic measurement of the intensity dependence of the 
microphone data and comparison to density matrix code. In panels (d-f) the heating due to the pulses 





































































Figure 2.7. (a) At thermal equilibrium for a given j-state all of m-states are equally likely to be 
occupied, resulting in net zero birefringence. (b) Transitions of the form 2j j   and m m  
make lower m-states to be more likely to be occupied resulting in a net alignment along z-axis.  
2.5 SSSI measurement of permanent alignment  
In §2.2-§2.4 we experimentally showed that a train of ultrashort laser pulses—if 
properly timed— can resonate with rotational states of a diatomic molecule such as 
N2 and result in heating the gas. To show gas heating, we measured long timescale 
events such as sound emission and reduction in density, long after the last pulse in the 
laser pulse train. These long timescale events are the consequence of the rotational 
energy deposited in the molecules. On shorter timescales (<100ps  [29]), before 
collisions redistribute the rotational energy, the gas becomes birefringent due to 
permanent alignment [62] of the molecule along the laser polarization. In this section, 
we use SSSI to measure this alignment. 
At thermal equilibrium the distribution of an ensemble of diatomic molecules is 
governed by the thermal distribution  (0) 0exp /jmj m j j j mm j BD E k T Z       ; for a given 












Recall, for sufficiently large j, a state with large m<j has rotational angular 
momentum aligned mainly along the laser polarization axis (z-axis). Thus the 
molecular axis is almost orthogonal or anti-aligned to the laser polarization. 
Conversely, states with low m are mostly aligned along the laser polarization. 
Therefore, in thermal equilibrium, the uniform distribution of m states means that 
there is no net alignment. In §1.2 we saw that a laser pulse can create a rotational 
wave packet, i.e., a coherent superposition of ,j m  states. The phases of these states 
oscillate with frequency / 2 ( 1)j jE cBj j    , and the alignment
2cos
t
  , the 
time-dependent ensemble average of
2cos  , where   is the angle between the laser 
electric field and the molecular axis, shows periodic ‘revival’ structure, with full 
revival period of 
1
12 (2 )rT cB 
  . Furthermore, we saw that a train of linearly 
co-polarized laser pulses resonant with the revivals
1
 can effectively pump the 
rotational states causing the population to shift from ,j m  to 2 ,j n m , where n is 
an integer. As m=0 for these Raman transitions, for each j the distribution of m 
states is no longer uniform, because states of lower m are more likely occupied. This 
leads to a residual permanent alignment [62] along the laser polarization, causing the 
gas to become birefringent, and is schematically show in Fig.2.7. In this section, we 
use SSSI to directly detect this permanent alignment by observing the birefringence in 
N2 resonantly pumped by 8 pulses, each of which is 80 fs, 45 TW/cm
2
. Recall from 
chapter 1 that in regular SSSI, the reference and the probe pulses are delayed by ~2 
ps, with the reference arriving first. This maximum delay is set by the resolution of  
                                                 
1
According to density matrix simulations, the optimal timing for the resonant pumping of j-states is 






Figure 2.8. In order to measure permanent alignment, we need to have the reference arrive before the 
first pulse in the pump laser pulse train, and the probe to arrive up to ~60 ps later. This causes the 
spectral fringes to be too fine for the imaging spectrometer; in order to have both long time delay 
between reference and probe and also be able to resolve the fringes, we added another Michelson 
interferometer before the beam enters the spectrometer. We set the delay on this interferometer to 2 ps. 
The 120 ps apart reference and probe add to the background without making any fringes. 
 
the spectrometer: A longer delay results in extremely closely-spaced fringes in the 
spectral domain which cannot be resolved by the CCD camera. However for N2, 
where 8.36psrT  , a 2 ps reference-probe delay is too short for observing permanent 
alignment, because both the reference and the probe will pick up the permanent 
alignment phase shift, preventing the measurement of any difference. In order to 
measure a phase shift caused by permanent alignment, we use a ~ 7 ~ 60psrT delay 
between reference and probe. This allows the reference pulse to arrive before the 8 
pump pulse sequence and the probe pulse to arrive after. 
We achieved this delay, while still preserving measurable spectral fringe spacing, 
by adding another Michelson interferometer after the interaction region but before the 
spectrometer, as shown in Fig. 2.8, so that two replicas of the reference and probe are 
produced. This allows us to place a copy of the probe at a short delay (<<60 ps) from 













Figure 2.9. (a)Transient and permanent alignment due to pulse train around t = 0 and full revivals (left 
column) and half revivals (right column) in N2 for 8 pulses of 45 TW/cm
2.
 (b) Alignment measured 
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domain. Meanwhile, the other reference/probe pair, which are widely separated in 
time, make unresolvable fringes that add to a smooth background. Figure 2.9(a) 
shows the extracted SSSI phase. The left column is the time window around the main 
pulse and the full revivals whereas the right column shows a time window near the 
half revivals. We see that after 2 pulses the permanent alignment is detected as a faint 
yellow horizontal strip around 0y  . The later pulses cause this alignment to become 




 pulse as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b).  
2.6 Saturation caused by centrifugal distortion 
Rotational revivals are the cornerstone for resonant pumping of molecular 
rotations. For a rigid molecular rotor undergoing no collisions, the dynamics remain 
coherent: the revival period is fixed, and the temporal structure at each revival is 
identical. In air, dephasing due to collisions causes this coherence to disappear with 
~100ps timescale [29]. However, even without consideration of collisions, dephasing 
occurs because the rigid rotor approximation breaks down for high j states: for high j-
states the molecular bond stretches due to the centrifugal force, the rigid rotor 
Hamiltonian must be corrected to account for this, leading to corrected eigenenergies 
of the ,j m  states to be modified as  2 2( ) ( )jE hcBj j+1 hcDj j+1    , with 
D being the centrifugal distortion constant (
6/ 10D B   for N2 and O2). Therefore, 
the rotational wave packet is not actually periodic with period of Tr; the
,jmjm a j m   wavepackets underlying the revivals diphase causing the 
revivals to decrease in amplitude and broaden in time (disperse) We call this effect 
“centripetal dispersion”. A pulse train spaced at Tr will produce nearly optimal 




single moment in time that a laser pulse can interact with all of the j-states with the 
same phase. Eventually the heating caused by later pulses becomes less efficient as 
the laser pulse excites some states while de-exciting others. This effect has been 
termed the “Anderson wall” [63] because of an analogy between periodic kicking of 
quantized molecular rotational states and a disordered lattice [64]. It is important to 
realize that centripetal dispersion is just one fundamental limiting factor for practical 
rotational heating with long train of pulses; the other fundamental limitation is 
dephasing due to collisions. The dephasing by due to centrifugal distortion can be 
somewhat mitigated simply by adjusting pulse train timing interval by a few tens of 
femtoseconds, so that each pulse remains resonant with the shifting revival peaks 
from the contributions of the higher j-states.. Although centrifugal dispersion results 
in the eventual disintegration of the rotational revival as a well-defined structure, our 
simulations show that for pulse trains as long as 10 pulses, it is possible to resonantly 
heat linear molecules such as N2 by intelligently delaying the pulses so they still 
resonate with some ,j m  states. In Fig 2.10(a) shows the deposited energy simulated 
in N2 for a train of 14 impulses with each impulse has a fluence of 
20.5J/cm  and the 
pulse train has a period of rT T   , with 0   varied between simulations. The 
solid line curves in Fig 2.10(b) shows the same simulation but the fluence of each 
impulse is increased to
23J/cm . In the first case, the fluence of each pulse in the pulse 
train is such that after 13 pulses, an additional pulse can still resonate with significant 
population of j-states and continue depositing energy. The energy deposition is 
further improved if the period of the pulses is increased to 15fsrT  . In the second 





Figure 2.10.Solid curves show simulation of energy deposition in N2 for a periodic trains of impulses 
with fluence of (a) 
20.5J/cm  and (b) 
23J/cm with period of rT T   . In the first case the pulse 
train with rT T  remains resonant even after 14 pulses. In the second case, this pulse train can only 
remain resonant for 6 pulses.  
with a significant population of the states only for 6 pulses. If the pulse train period is 
increased to 25fsrT T   it can remain resonant for 9 pulses. The dashed line in this 
figure shows the heating due to an aperiodic pulse train, with the time separation 
between the last pulse and the next pulse is chosen so that energy deposition is 
maximized. Even in this case we observe that only 10 pulses remain resonant with net 








In summary, we have measured the dramatic gas hydrodynamic response to 
coherent excitation and de-excitation of a molecular rotational wave packet ensemble, 
at peak laser intensities well below the ionization threshold. The laser absorption and 
gas heating is significantly enhanced by using a 4-pulse train with pulses separated by 
the molecular rotational revival time. Heating is strongly suppressed by coherently 
de-exciting the molecular ensemble using pulses spaced by a half-revival. The 
femtosecond sensitivity to pulse train timing of gas heating and heating suppression is 
well-predicted by density matrix simulations of the evolution of the wave packet 
ensemble. These results make possible the fine quantum control of gas density 
profiles using non-ionizing laser pulses. Such profile modification, at both near and 
remote locations, has a range of exciting applications including the refractive index 
control of high power optical pulse propagation in air [12,36,37]. Next we directly 
measured the permanent alignment superimposed on the dynamic rotational response 
due to a train of 8 pulses using a modified SSSI setup. The permanent alignment is 
viewed as a proxy for showing that the pulse train is exciting j-states with 0m   
causing the gas to become birefringent. We experimentally observed saturation of the 
permanent alignment in time domain. Through simulations, we attributed the 
saturation in both gas heating and permanent alignment to centripetal dispersion in 




Chapter 3: Measurement of refractive index of air constituents 
and wide bandgap solids in mid-IR region 
3.1 Introduction 
Accurate values for nonlinear coefficients are essential for high-fidelity 
simulations of intense laser propagation [65–67]—such simulations are indispensable 
not only for designing experiments and informing applications, but they also motivate 
the design and parameters of the lasers themselves. It is known that in the near-
infrared (pump wavelength 0.8μme  ), air propagation simulations depend very 
sensitively on the values used for the coefficients ( 2n ) describing the instantaneous 
electronic nonlinear response of air constituents [68]. The best agreement of the 
simulations with axially resolved measurements occurs for 2n  coefficients measured 
in  [22] using SSSI. In this chapter, we present measurements of 2n  for the air 
constituents N2, O2, and Ar at pump wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 2400 nm. 
The near- through mid-IR wavelengths chosen ( 1250,1650,2200 and 2400nme  ) 
are within the transparency windows of air [69]. We find that the nonlinear response 
is quite dispersionless over the range of wavelengths investigated, except near 
400e nm  , consistent with a simple model for the third-order nonlinear 





Figure 3.1. Diagram of the experiment. A Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier pumps an infrared 
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to produce a tunable pump pulse and generates visible 
supercontinuum (SC) in a Xe gas cell. A Michelson interferometer (MI) creates probe and reference 
SC pulses. Pump and probe/reference beams are crossed in a chamber filled with N2, O2, or Ar. The 
spectral phase and amplitude of the probe is measured and used to find the time-domain phase shift 
induced by the pump pulse. 
 
3.2 Experiment setup 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig 3.1. We use SSSI [28], as explained in 
Chapter 1, for our measurements. Pulses from a 1 kHz Ti:Sapphire regenerative 
amplifier centered at 800 nm are split, with 2.8 mJ pumping an optical parametric 
amplifier (OPA), which is tunable from 1100 to 2600 nm. A chopper after the OPA 
reduces the pump pulse repetition rate to 500 Hz so that for  each SSSI measurement 
of the pump interacting with the gas, there is a following measurement without the 
pump;  the subtraction of these results enables dynamic background elimination even 
when the laser drifts slightly. It also compensates for any spectral phase differences 




The remaining portion of the 800 nm pulse is attenuated and weakly focused in a 
2 atm xenon gas cell, where filamentation generates a 500–700 nm supercontinuum 
(SC) transmitted through the pump-rejecting dichroic splitter. An interferometer splits 
the SC into two collinear pulses (reference and probe) separated by 2 ps. The 
dispersive glass in the SC beam path introduces ~equal positive chirp on the reference 
and probe making each of the ∼1.5  ps long. The OPA output and the SC 
reference/probe are focused in a backfilled chamber, crossing at 2°. The crossing 
angle is small enough to consider all pulses as collinear in the analysis. The reference 
pulse precedes the pump, which is temporally overlapped by the probe, encoded with 
the pump-induced time-varying nonlinear phase shift.  
The focal plane of the reference/probe is imaged onto the entrance slit of an 
imaging spectrometer, inside of which the reference and probe pulses interfere in the 
spectral domain. Two-dimensional spectral interferograms (1D space and 
wavelength) are recorded by a CCD camera at the spectrometer’s imaging plane. The 
2° angular separation between the pump and reference/probe ensures that the pump is 
stopped at a beam dump before the entrance slit of the spectrometer. Fourier analysis 
of the spectral interferogram, using the measured spectral phase of the probe [28,29], 
enables extraction of the time- and 1D-space-resolved phase shift ( , )x t  induced 
by the pump pulse with the time resolution limited to <10 fs by the SC bandwidth. 
Here, 𝑥 is a transverse coordinate in the pump focal plane. The reference/probe 
polarization is oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the pump polarization by a 
half-wave plate before the xenon SC cell. A Glan-Taylor polarizer (10
5∶1 extinction 




Pump–probe walk-off is minimal in these experiments: for the probe central 
wavelength 600nmp  and pump wavelength range 400 2400nm,e   the walk-off 
for our pump–probe interaction length of ∼2 mm is <0.5  fs, well below the timescale 
of the most rapid index transients in the experiment, which are of the order of the 
pulse width of 40 fs (at 800nme  ). 
3.3 Separation of electronic response from rotational response 
In N2 and O2, the nonlinear response is dominated by the near-instantaneous 
electronic (Kerr) and the delayed rotational responses [29]. If 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )elec rotx t x t x t      is the SSSI-extracted phase shift for the probe, 
polarized parallel to the pump, then nonlinear susceptibility tensor symmetry [71] 
implies (derived in Appendix B) that 1 13 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )elec rotx t x t x t        for the 
perpendicular polarized probe. These equations then yield 
 
 
( , ) 3 5 ( , ) 2 ( , )
( , ) 2 5 ( , ) 3 ( , )
elec
rot
x t x t x t





    




for the separate electronic and rotational nonlinear responses. 
Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show ( , )x t  and ( , )x t phase shift measurements 





Figure 3.2. Experimental results in N2 and Ar at 1250nme  central pump wavelength: (a) 
nonlinear phase shift ( , )x t  of the probe for p eE E  and (b) nonlinear phase shift ( , )x t  of 
the probe for 
p eE E  in N2. (c) Temporal lineouts ( 0, )x t   and ( 0, )x t   in N2 and 
their decomposition into electronic and rotational responses, as described in the text. (d) Temporal 
lineouts of the parallel and perpendicular polarized phase shift in Ar and the perpendicular phase shift 




Fig. 3.2(c), along with the electronic and rotational responses ( 0, )elec x t   and 
( 0, )rot x t   extracted using eq. (3.1). Figure 3.2(d) shows the same plot for Ar, 
which lacks a rotational response, verifying that
, ,( 0, ) 3 ( 0, )elec elecx t x t       , 
as expected for an instantaneous isotropic nonlinearity. This verifies the sensitive 
ability of our technique to separate the electronic and rotational responses. 
In prior measurements of absolute determination of the Kerr and rotational 
nonlinearities at 800nme  , we used auxiliary interferometric measurements of the 
optical thickness of our thin gas target and measurements of the pump intensity 
profile [22]. Here, we use an alternative method, employed in other recent pump–
probe nonlinearity measurements [72,73], in which we reference all of our nonlinear 
phase shift measurements to the rotational responses in nitrogen and oxygen without 
explicit need for either gas density, pump-probe interaction length or pump intensity 
profiles. We use the fact that, to the second order in the pump field, the response, as 
measured by the nonlinear index shift experienced by the probe, is the sum of the 
electronic and rotational responses [22],
2( , ) 2 ( , ) ( ) ( , )
t
pn x t n I x t R t t I x t dt

      , 
where 𝐼 is the pump intensity; 2n is the electronic Kerr coefficient, which depends on 
the probe and pump wavelengths 
p  and e ; and R is the impulse response function 
for quantized rotations of a rigid rotor. The terms in this expression are related to our 
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where 0I  is the pump peak intensity, and ( , )f x t  is its normalized spatiotemporal 
profile; 
pk  is the probe wavenumber; 𝐿∼2  mm (<pump confocal parameter of 
∼5  cm) is the pump–probe interaction length,   is the molecule number density, 0n  
is the background gas refractive index, )e    [ )p   ] is the polarizability 




    is the ensemble-averaged 
transient alignment induced by the pump pulse [29]; and the rescaled impulse 
response function is [29]  (0) (0)16 2 , 215( ) ( 1) (2 1) sinj j j jjg t j j j t
           
where (0)j  is the thermal population of state 𝑗, , 2 4 (2 1)j j cB j    , and 𝐵 is the 
rotational constant. 
Essential to our method for absolute measurements is accurate recovery of the 
pump pulse envelope. Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the nonlinear phase shift at 
2200nme   for argon and nitrogen. The somewhat complex pulse pump envelope 
( , )f x t  measured in Fig. 3.3(a) results from the propagation of the OPA idler through 
a dichroic mirror. Figure 3.3(b) shows that such accurate recovery of the intensity 
envelope enables a clean separation of the electronic and rotational responses, even 





Figure 3.3.Experimental results in (a) Ar and (b) N2 at 2200 nm, a wavelength where the pump pulse 
shape is longer and more complex than at shorter wavelengths. 
 
Examination of Eq. (3.2) now shows that measurement of ( , )rot x t  and 
computation of the convolution integral ( ) ( , )dt
t
g t t f x t

   from the known and 
measured functions g and   gives
1 0( ) ( )p e NLI       . This then allows 
determination of 
1
2 2 ( ( ) ( ))p en    
    through the equation for ( , )elec x t . It is 
important to note that there is a large two-dimensional sample size of   




1D-space resolved. In the extracted phases shown here (for example, Fig. 3.2) there 
are ∼100 points in 𝑥 and ∼50–100 points in  , so in principle each shot embodies a 
maximum ∼5000 measurements of  . 
Our results for 2n  are summarized in Table 3.1. The uncertainties quoted in the 
table originate from three sources. First is the residual square error in   from least-
squares fits of ( , )rot x t  [eq. (3.2)] to the data points spanning   for fixed 𝑥. The 𝑥 
average of these results gives the tabulated 2n  values, and the standard deviation is 
one source of uncertainty. Another source of uncertainty is slight laser average power 
drift over the course of a run, and we include its estimated effect in the displayed 
error. Finally, we include the propagated uncertainty in the value of  , as given 
in  [22]. The noticeably higher error for the 2400nme   measurements originates 
from the very small nonlinear phase shifts (maximum of ∼30  mrad) measured for 
that low peak pump intensity. 
From the expression above for 2 , it is clear that determination of 2n  requires 
assessment of dispersion in  . Such dispersion has been calculated to have the 
approximate frequency dependence
2C           [74]. Light scattering 
measurements for N2 [75] are well fit by
25 36.6 10 cm      and 
57 3 23.8 10 cm sC   . This relation, with    scaled so that      matches our 
measured value of   at 800nme    [22], was used to account for the dispersion of 
  in the analysis. The dispersion is quite weak: 800nm (0) 1.03       and




It is evident from Table 3.1 that neglecting   dispersion affects the results by at 
most ∼10% near 400nme   and <2% at longer wavelengths [compare N2 columns 
(a) and (b)]. Next, we see that results for 2n  are dispersionless within the precision of 
our measurements, except near 400nme   (except for O2). This is in accord with 
calculations of the third-order hyperpolarizability at optical frequencies below 
electronic resonances [70,76]. It is important to be clear that while the Kerr 
coefficient we actually desire is  2 2 (3)2 0( ) 12 ( ; , , )e e e e en cn N        , where 
(3)  is the third order hyperpolarizability, our pump–probe experiment actually 
measures (3)2 ( , ) ( ; , , )e p p e e pn         . However, the dispersion formula 
of [70,76] gives 
 (3) 2 41 2 3 0( ; , , ) 1 ,s L La b             (3.3) 
where 1 2 3s      , 0  is the static hyperpolarizability, 
2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3L s        , 
and
33 33 21.8 10 ,3 10 sa     , 
65 65 41.5 10 ,1.6 10 sb      and 
630 30 cm
Ws0 7.7 10 ,9.8 10
     for N2 and Ar, respectively. For our pump–probe case, 
s p   and
2 2 22 2L e p    ; thus eq. (3.3) gives, at worst (shortest p  and longest e
), 
2 2 2( , ) ( ) / ( ) 0.06e p e en n n        for pump and probe wavelengths longer 
than ∼500  nm, which applies to most of Table 3.1 and is within our measurement 
error. For 400nme   and 600nmp   (center wavelength of supercontinuum),
0.06  , also within our measurement error, confirming the dispersion of 2n  in N2 




In Table 3.1, we compare our results in Ar, N2, and O2 with the values of 2n  
calculated with Eq. (3.3) using values of 0 , 𝑎, and   (shown above for N2 and Ar) 
found using the electric-field-induced second harmonic generation (ESHG) 
technique  [77], in which      and    . The agreement is very good. The 
ESHG results in argon and nitrogen have been shown to agree with theoretical 
calculations  [78–80] to within ∼10%. Both theory and ESHG experiments agree with 






Table 3.1 Measured electronic Kerr coefficient 
2,elec
sn  at 1 atm (at probe wavelength of 600 nm and pump wavelength of 800 nm), polarizability anisotropy  , and 
polarizability derivative Q  . A comparison is made with previous experimental and theoretical work. The rightmost column shows n2 estimates at 1 atm based 
on our experimental results for a long pulse at 800 nm. 
Pump 
Wavelength 






2O  dAr  
20 2












2 (10 cm W)n

 
 This Work  [76] 
2,rotn   This Work 2,rotn  This Work  [76] 2,rotn  This Work  [76] 
400 10.1±1.2 9.4 29 9.3±1.1 24 8.5±0.8 10.8 54 10.9±1.3 12.2 
800 7.9±0.8 8.4 24 7.9±0.8 24 8.1±0.7 9.0 54 10.1±1.0 10.7 
1250 7.7±0.7 8.2 23 7.9±0.8 24 8.9±0.7 8.8 54 10.5±1.0 10.5 
1650 8.0±0.8 8.1 23 8.1±0.8 24 7.9±0.6 8.7 54 10.9±1.0 10.4 
2200 7.2±0.8 8.1 23 7.4±0.8 24 8.2±0.8 8.6 54 9.3±1.0 10.4 
2400 7.6±1.3 8.1 23 7.8±1.3 24 10.0±1.2 8.6 54 9.9±1.7 10.3 
 
(a) Comparison is shown to values of n2 calculated for our wavelengths using Eq. (3.3), where the coefficients a, b, and 0  were measured using the ESHG 
technique [77]. For long pulses, the effective nonlinearity coefficient can be written as
2, 2 2,eff rotn n n  . 
(b) 2n  measurements are adjusted for   dispersion using coefficients found in  [75].  
(c) 2n measurements are not adjusted for  dispersion. We used 800nm    , measured in [81], for all wavelengths. 




For the application of these results to propagation simulations, both the electronic 
and rotational contributions must be considered. For short pump pulses in N2 and O2 
(<∼50  fs), the electronic response dominates, and for longer pulses (>∼150  fs), the 
rotational response dominates, as inferred directly from Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. In the limit 
of a very long pulse, the molecular response is adiabatic, and the effective 
nonlinearity coefficient can be written as
2,eff 2 2,rotn n n  , where calculated values of 
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3.4 Direct measurement of instantaneous nonlinear response in large bandgap 
solids at mid-IR wavelengths  
 
Nonlinear propagation of ultrashort laser pulses—typically generated by 
Ti:Sapphire amplifiers centered at 800nm—in solids has been studied extensively due 
to its practical applications. For example, in  [83] it is shown that due to self-phase 
modulation, intense multi octave supercontinua can be generated by strategically 
placing a series of thin fused silica windows in the focus of a high power laser pulse 
centered at 800nm. It was later reported [84] that this supercontinuum can be 
compressed to ~3fs FWHM using chirped mirrors.  
Commercial optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) that extend the wavelength 
range of ultrashort Ti:Sapphire lasers into infrared are becoming increasingly 
available to researchers around the world, enabling study in regimes where 
transparent media be anomalously dispersive and the laser pulses may show soliton-
like behavior [85]. Broadband infrared supercontinuum pulses are of particular 
interest in molecular spectroscopy and molecular fingerprinting where many 
molecules have rovibrational absorption lines [86]. In [87] Lanin et al. reported 
generating a 3-18µm sub-two-cycle supercontinuum pulse by focusing 2µJ of 150fs, 
7.9µm laser pulse in a 5mm GaAs plate.  
Another topic of intense research where mid-IR laser pulse propagation in solids 
is important is high-order harmonic generation (HHG) in bulk solids. A new regime 
of HHG has been reported in [88], where a ~3.2µm few-cycle mid-infrared laser 
pulse was focused into a 500µm ZnO wafer. It was shown in this work that the HHG 
cut-off frequency scales linearly with the driver electric field, where as in gases it 




Similar to the  case of filamentation in air, essential to modeling and simulating 
these processes is accurate knowledge of the dispersion behavior of relevant 
nonlinearities as the wavelength of driving laser is tuned farther into the IR. In §3.3 
we measured 2n  and its dispersion for air constituents, without the need for direct 
measurement of the pump intensity and interaction length, by using as a reference the 
rotational response of molecular gases.  
Empirical relationships between the Kerr coefficient of a large bandgap solid and 
its linear refractive index and Abbe number have been proposed previously  [89,90]. 
However, these estimates need to be tested, since the Abbe number is a measure of 
dispersion in the visible spectral range. The z-scan [31] technique has been the 
method of choice for measuring 2n  in solids and liquids; however it uses the 
assumption of Gaussian profiles both in time and space. Here, we use SSSI to directly 
measure the nonlinear Kerr coefficient in some of the large bandgap solids(fused 
silica, BK7, sapphire, CaF2 and diamond) typically used in mid-IR applications, 
without making any assumption about temporal and spatial profile of the pulse. A 
difference between this section and §3.3 is that we measure intensity of the pump 
directly by imaging the pump focus on the sample using an InSb mid-IR camera 
(FLIR A6700sc, 1-5µm spectral range). Furthermore, we calibrated this camera so 
that its pixel counts correspond to mid-IR pulse energy. This allows us to determine 
the intensity profile of the pump beam as it enters the medium.  
Fig 3.4 depicts the experiment setup in detail. The mid-IR pump is produced in 
an OPA by compressing ~9mJ out of a Legend Elite Duo Ti:Sapphire amplifier. The 




700nm range. A 2  waveplate is used to rotate the polarization of the Ti:Sapphire 
beam by 45º before entering the supercontinuum cell filled with 2.5atm of xenon. 
Mid-IR wavelength tuning of the OPA is accomplished as follows.The 
computer-controlled motorized stages in the OPA tune the angles of the nonlinear 
crystals so that phase-matching conditions are satisfied for the user-specified 
wavelength. At any tuning point, the output of OPA contains both signal (within 
=1150nm-1600nm range, vertically polarized) and idler pulses (within the 
=1600nm-2600nm range, horizontally polarized), propagating collinearly. After 
passing through a separator (not shown in the figure) that selects signal or idler, the 
mid-IR pump beam is sampled using a thin wedged fused-silica window. The back 
reflection is routed to on the FLIR mid-IR camera to be used as an energy monitor, 
while the transmission through the wedge is focused at f/40 (confocal parameter= 02z
~ 2mm for =2µm) through the sample of interest using a 25cm CaF2 lens. We used a 
Scientech calorimeter to calibrate the pixel counts of the FLIR camera to mid-IR 
energy at the focus. The pump and reference/probe are angled at ~2º with respect to 
each other, crossing as depicted in the inset of Fig.3.4 so that the probe overlaps with 
the pump over their full paths through the sample. The pump is blocked after passing 
through the sample. The transmitted probe is imaged on the slit of an imaging 
spectrometer (Horiba microHR). Before the probe reaches the slit, a polarizer cube 
splits the probe, whose polarization is oriented 45 with respect to the pump 
polarization, into vertical (s) and horizontal (p) component polarizations. The two 
polarizations are vertically separated by ~1mm on the spectrometer slit, with both 




signal or the idler, one of the channels records the probe when pump polarization  
probe polarizationand the other records the probe when pump probe. 
In the case of thick (L = 0.5mm thickness) samples (e.g. CaF2), we used the back 
reflection off of the front surface of the sample to from an image of the pump focal 
spot on a separate portion of the FLIR mid-IR camera. In the case of thinner samples 
(L < 0.3mm), the front and back surface reflections off of the samples where too close 
to each other, which made imaging the pump spot harder. Instead, in these cases after 
each run, we immediately swapped the sample under test with a 1mm fused silica 






Figure 3.4. Experiment setup for direct measurement of 2n  in thin (L<0.3mm) solid samples. In this experiment we used an InSb camera to images the spot size 
of the pump focus. Furthermore, we calibrate the pixel counts on the camera to pump intensity. Both pump  probe and pump  probe are recorded in the 
imaging spectrometer simultaneously. 
Legend Elite Duo 10mJ, 1kHz
compressed,~500μJ
probe delay line
Xe gas cell, 2.5 atm
800nm rejection mirror Michelson interferometer
2 ps delay
supercontinuum probe, 450nm-700nm
    polarization w.r.t pump
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Figure 3.5. (a) Measured SSSI phase shift in 130 µm of sapphire at pump wavelength 2500 nm. (b) 
Image of the pump spot calibrated to show the pump intensity at t = 0. 
 
SSSI traces are extracted for both pump probe and pump probe. Figure 3.5(a) 
shows an example of an extracted SSSI trace in sapphire, where the pump wavelength 
was set to 2500 nm and pump probe. The pump focal spot image, a recorded by the 
FLIR camera is shown in Fig 3.5(b). A horizontal (temporal) lineout of the SSSI 
trace, denoted by ( )f t , is normalized to have a peak of 1. The spatial profile of the 
pump spot ( , )g x y  is also normalized to a peak of 1. The peak intensity of the pulse is 
then determined by ( , ) ( )peakI E g x y f t dtdxdy  , where E is the pump pulse energy. 
This enables calibration of the pump spot image into a map of intensity at 0t  , and 
allows us to assign a peak intensity at each point along the center of the pump spot on 
( 0, )x y , shown in Fig.3.5 as red vertical lines, The phase shift induced on the probe 
along ( 0, )x y at 0t   is given by 
2,
2,
( , 0) 2 ( , , 0)d
2 ( , 0) ,
elec
elec
y t n kI y z t z
kn I y t L






       







Figure 3.6. Measured SSSI phase shift in 130 µm of sapphire as a function of pump intensity for 
wavelengths (a) 1550nm, the loop present in the blue dataset is an indication that the origin 0y   
between ( , 0)y t   and ( , 0)I y t   was not chosen perfectly. Shifting the origin by a few pixel 
causes the loop to disappear as shown in part (b) with 1550nm, (c) 2000nm and (d)2500 nm. Each 
color corresponds to a dataset with varied pump energy. In each dataset, a × corresponds to a measured 
phase shift along the pump spot lineout  
for 02z L , where, k is the central wavenumber of the probe and L is the sample 
thickness. As an example, Fig. 3.6(a) shows measured phase lineout, ( , 0)y t  , in 
sapphire plotted against ( , 0)I y t  for pump wavelength of 1550nm, when pump and 
probe have parallel polarization. Each color in the plot corresponds to a separate 
dataset in which the pump energy was changed. In each dataset 0y   for ( , 0)y t   
and ( , 0)I y t   was assigned to the peaks of the lineouts. Notice that the loop present in 
the blue dataset in Fig 3.6(a) shows that the alignment of the peaks was not perfect. 
Shifting the location of 0y   in one of the curves (typically ~2 pixels) makes the 
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loop disappear, as shown in Fig 3.6(b).  We can now determine the Kerr coefficient n2 
fitting a line on the data points as shown in Fig 3.6. Equation (3.4) suggests that the 
slope of this line is 2,2 eleckLn in which only 2,elecn is unknown. 
Table 3.2 summarizes the measured 2,elecn , and our estimated error bars. The main 
contributor to the error bars is the uncertainty in peak intensity measurement, due to ~
5μm  resolution in measuring the spot size. For isotropic media (fused silica and 
BK7) the ratio of the measured phase shift in the parallel channel to the measured 
phase shift in perpendicular channel is expected to be 3 [26] and was measured to be 
~2.8 across the tested wavelengths. We suspect the main reason for this difference 
was misalignment of the parallel and perpendicular channels on the spectrometer slit. 
We also notice a drastic increase in the measured n2 of BK7 as the pump wavelength 
approaches 2500nm, near its Raman absorption edge. Except for BK7, we do not 
observe any significant dispersion in measured Kerr coefficients. 
Table 3.2 Measured 
16 2
2 (1 10 cm /W)n
 for solid samples 
 1550 nm 2000 nm 2500 nm 
Sapphire (random cut) 2.4±0.3 2.5±0.3 2.6±0.3 
Diamond (CVD) 7.9±0.8 5.8±0.6 7.0±0.8 
CaF2 1.3±0.2 1.5±0.2 1.6±0.2 
Fused Silica 2.2±0.2 2.0±0.2 2.3±0.2 






3.5 Spatiotemporal characterization of ultrashort pulses from the near-IR- to the 
mid-IR 
Characterization techniques for ultrafast laser pulses have been studied extensively, 
where techniques such as frequency resolved optical grating (FROG) [91] and 
spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER)  [92] 
have been introduced. Some of these techniques require either nonlinear iterative 
extraction algorithms or detectors sensitive to harmonics of the pump. While silicon 
based image sensors are readily available for visible and near infrared lasers, this is 
not the case for longer wavelengths, where typical detectors are much more expensive 
and have lower resolution (owing to small number of pixels and large pixel sizes). In 
previous sections we have used SSSI to measure electronic, rotational and 
vibrational  [93] nonlinearities of different solids and gases. Here we use SSSI to 
measure the spatiotemporal envelope of mid-IR pulses, employing the instantaneous 
electronic response in large bandgap 
(3)  media where the phase of the probe follows 
the envelope of the pump [94]: 
0 2 0( , , ) 2 ( , , )p ex y t k n I x y t L   (3.5) 
Here   is the probe phase shift, pk   is the central probe wavenumber, 2n  is the Kerr 
coefficient of the material eI  is the pump intensity and L  is the thickness of the 
material. In this relation we assume 0z L  to ignore propagation effects. Each SSSI 
measurement described above gives a 1D pump profile lineout along 0x , where 0x is 
the horizontal location the probe sampled by the spectrometer slit. As shown in Fig. 
(3.7), in order to generate a 2D+1spatio-temporal profile (2D space plus time) of the 
pump, the probe is repeatedly scanned across the spectrometer entrance slit by a 








k n L , direct extraction of ( , , )eI x y t . During scanning, the 
location of the probe beam relative to the slit is tracked by an auxiliary HeNe 
beamline and a tracking camera as depicted in Fig. 3.7. 
 
 
Figure 3.7.Scheme for recording 2D SSSI measurements by scanning the probe across the 
spectrometer slit. An auxiliary HeNe laser beam is used to track the location of the probe with respect 
to the slit 
 
Note that all of this information is derived from the visible probe pulse (=400nm-
700nm), where inexpensive silicon based 2D image sensors can be used. In our 
spectrometer slit
mirror





technique, it is important to minimize pump-probe group velocity walk-off. This can 
be accomplished using very thin or low dispersion samples. 
 
 
Figure 3.8.Creating a tilted pulse front using a prism. 
 
We demonstrate our technique with two experiments. In the first experiment, we 
generate a tilted pulse front in a = 800 nm pulse, using a 69º prism  [95]as shown in 
Fig. 3.8.  Figure 3.9 (a) shows the temporal profile of an ultrashort pulse with a tilted 
pulse front.. For the target medium we used a 50µm thick BK7 window. Figure 1(b) 
and (c) shows the 2D spatial profile recovered from 2D SSSI data at , at t= -50fs and 
t=50fs (t=0 is the pulse peak). By directly imaging the pump spot on a silicon CCD 
camera, we verified that SSSI is recovering the correct pump spot image within the 
~10 µm resolution of our direct imaging system. 
Next we used our technique to characterize the profile of a =2600nm ultrashort 
pulse generated by an OPA, as shown in Fig 3.10. In this case we used a 100µm thick 
fused silica slide as the target SSSI medium (confocal parameter 
02 6mmz  ). 
In conclusion, we have used single-shot supercontinuum spectral interferometry 





O2 and Ar, at wavelengths ranging from 400 nm to 2400 nm. Our measurements are 
referenced to the polarizability anisotropy of the molecular gases, which enables 
extraction of absolute nonlinearities without the need for separate measurements of 
the gas density or pump intensity profiles. Except for the nitrogen and argon 
measurements at pump wavelength near 400 nm, the Kerr coefficients are measured 
to be dispersionless within the precision of our apparatus and consistent with the 
theoretical predictions. In addition, we measured Kerr coefficients in widely used 
materials sapphire, diamond, fused silica, BK7 and CaF2 at mid-IR wavelengths. 
Finally we showed that SSSI can be used to measure the spatiotemporal profile of a 
laser beam in a broad range of wavelengths without the need for a detector sensitive 
in that range 
 
Figure 3.9. (a) Temporal profile of an 800nm pulse with tilted pulse front (deliberately introduced by 
passing it through a prism) (b), (c) spatial profile of the pulse at t= 50fs and t=50fs. If we integrate the 
2D+1 data cube along its time axis we get the total spatial profile of the beam that agrees with the 2D 







tilted pulse front ( = 800nm)



























































Chapter 4: Absolute measurement of the ultrafast nonlinear 
electronic and rovibrational response in H2 and D2 
4.1 Introduction 
Unlike in monoatomic gases, the nonlinear molecular response cannot be 
characterized by a single coefficient at a given frequency: processes at several 
timescales contribute, and so the response depends on pulse duration [29,59,96–99].  
The high field nonlinear polarizability of diatomic molecules is a topic of practical 
and fundamental importance. From optical frequency conversion [4,19] to 
simulations and experiments in high intensity propagation [2,3,44,59,66,96,100], 
understanding the atomic and molecular behavior under high laser fields is crucial for 
applications involving beam propagation in air. 
At the fastest timescale, the laser pulse width   is shorter than the fundamental 
vibrational period and the fastest rotational response time, 1
v rott
    where 
v  is the fundamental vibrational frequency and max max~ 2 / ( 1)rott T j j  is the 
fastest rotational timescale, where T and maxj are the rotational revival period and the 
quantum number of the maximally populated rotational state. Optical laser excitation 
of vibrational and rotational states can occur by two-photon Raman excitation, but for 
commonly used ~50-100 fs optical pump pulses, there is insufficient laser bandwidth 
(  0.04 eV) to excite vibrational modes in molecules of interest for atmospheric 
propagation (
2,
~v N 0.3 eV for N2), and only rotational states are excited [29]. For 
example, / ~rott 0.03 eV in N2 where maxj ~10 at room temperature. However, for 
femtosecond pulse filamentation in gases, significant pulse self-shortening and 





~ 0.5eVv H ), driven by pulse spikes thought to be as short as several 
femtoseconds [101,102]. Nevertheless, to our knowledge there has never been a 
controlled experiment directly measuring full, time-resolved electronic and 
rovibrational nonlinear response of a light molecule. 
Here, we use SSSI to measure the full absolute electronic and rovibrational 
nonlinear response of H2 and D2 to intense ultrashort optical pulses up to the 
ionization threshold of ~
1410 W/cm
2
. The 40 fs pump pulse inducing the nonlinear 
response is sufficiently short to impulsively drive the rotational nonlinearity, but, on 
its own, cannot drive vibrational modes as discussed above. However, the vibrational 
component of the nonlinearity contributes to a two-beam coupling phase shift and 
energy transfer [103–105], even for a long pump pulse. We use this phase shift, 
which is independent of the amplitude of a sufficiently weak probe pulse, to also 
measure vibrational component of the optical nonlinearity. 
The nonlinear response can be explored using single-beam 
experiment [97,99,106], but pump probe techniques allow direct time-resolved 
observation of the response [22,29,105,107,108] or the response reconstructed with 
an auxiliary model for pump spatiotemporal dependence [72,73,98]. Single-shot 
techniques, in particular, eliminate laser pulse-to-pulse fluctuations as a source of 
error [22,28,29,54,105,107,108]. However, it is crucial in pump-probe experiments to 
properly account for two-beam coupling effects, as shown for plasma and rotational 
nonlinearities [105]. Two-beam coupling for the case of vibrational nonlinearity is 







Figure 4.1.Thin gas flow tube. A hole is laser drilled in a stainless steel tube. The tube is crimped to 
achieve the desired thickness for the interaction between the gas and pump/probe pulses. 
4.2 Experiment 
The SSSI setup is similar to that discussed in earlier chapters, however the pump 
(800 nm, Ti:sapphire) and probe (supercontinuum, 450-700 nm) copropagate 
collinearly through the gas, either a thin laser drilled stainless steel gas flow tube in a 
vacuum chamber, or through the backfilled chamber without the tube. A photo of the 
thin gas tube is shown in Fig 4.1. The collinearly propagating pump and probe are 
separated by wavelength using a dichroic mirror that reflects the pump and transmits 
the probe. The absolute nonlinear change in refractive index 
  10, ( ) ( , )effn x t k L x t
   is then determined, where k0 is the probe central wave 
number, Leff is the effective gas interaction length, and ( , )x t is the space and time 
resolved phase shift extracted from the spectral interferogram. An example of the full 
nonlinear response measured by SSSI is shown in Fig. 4.2(a), which plots the phase 
shift ( , )x t measured for H2 and D2 in a backfilled chamber filled to ~0.3 atm for a 
peak pump intensity of ~46 TW/cm
2
 and pulse width 40fs, where the probe pulse is 
polarized parallel or perpendicular to the pump. At this intensity the contribution of 
free electrons from ionization is negligible, without a detectable long timescale 






Figure 4.2. (a) Pump-induced 1D space- and time-resolved phase shift ( , )x t  for a 46 TW/cm2, 40 
fs pulse in H2 and D2 for the pump eE  and probe pΕ  polarizations parallel and perpendicular. To 
increase the signal to noise [29], ( , )x t  is extracted from the average of 200 single-shot 
interferograms. (b) Intensity dependence of the peak phase shift in H2 (+) and D2 (×) extracted from 




response near the center of the pump envelope at t = 0, with both electronic and 
vibrational contribution (to be discussed), followed by a modulated delayed response 
caused by beating of coherent superposition of quantized rotational states. For a peak 
pump intensity of ~80 TW/cm
2
 (just below the ionization thresholds of H2 and D2) 
and a thin gas target to ensure a uniform axial pump intensity [22], we use the 
spatially varying pump intensity imprinted on ( , 0)x t   to plot the phase shift as a 
function of pump intensity for the probe pulse polarized parallel to the pump pulse in 
Fig. 4.2(b). As in N2 and the noble gases [107,108], the prompt nonlinear response of 
H2 and D2 is linear in the intensity, with no saturation in electronic response observed 
below the ionization threshold, implying that the nonlinear coefficients measured in 
this paper apply up to that limit. The ionization threshold is defined as the peak 
intensity level at which we observed long lived negative probe phase shift above the 
noise floor [108]. 
 
4.3 Rotational Response 
 
We first discuss the rotational response, as it solely contributes for times long 
after the pump pulse. In H2 and D2, it depends strongly on the pump pulse duration. 
The probe phase shift ( 0, )x t  is shown as a function of pump pulse width in Figs. 
4.3(a) and 2(b) as solid curves, for fixed pump pulse energy of 34 J. For efficient 
excitation of a long-lived rotational coherence, the pump pulse width should be 
shorter than the characteristic response period. Here, for a Gaussian pulse of duration 








, and its contribution to the optical response depends on the initial 
population in states j and k [29] where the rotational energies, including the 
centrifugal correction, are 2 2( 1) ( 1)jE hcBj j hcDj j    , where j is the rotational 
quantum number, B is the rotational constant, and D is the centrifugal constant. Note 
the reduced modulation amplitude of the rotational mode beating as the pump pulse 
duration increases; longer pulses become increasingly less efficient at exciting the 
rotational coherences. The discrete Fourier transform of ( 0, )x t   for t > 200 fs for 
the shortest pulse width of ~40 fs is shown in Figs. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d). We observe the 
0 2j    and 1 3  transitions in both H2 and D2 and, additionally the 2 4j    
and 3 5  transitions in D2. 
In our determination of the absolute nonlinear response of H2 and D2 to intense 
fields, it is important to note that all parameters needed are provided by our SSSI 
measurements. For the rotational component of the response, the needed parameters 
are B, D and      , the molecular polarizability anisotropy. First, the 
oscillation frequencies measured in Fig. 4.3(c) and 4.3(d) yield best fits of B = 58.9 
(3.0) cm
-1
, D = 0.05 (0.02) cm
-1
 for H2, and B = 29.3 (1.5) cm
-1
, D = 0.021 
(0.008) cm
-1
 for D2, in good agreement with the literature value [109,110]. The 
dominant source of uncertainty in the measurements of B and D is from the chirp of 
the probe pulse, which determines the mapping between frequency and pump-probe  
delay [28]. Quantum mechanical density matrix simulations [29,111] of the H2 and D2 
rotational response (for t > 100 fs, after the prompt response) employing these values 




Determination of  , which scales the dependence of the rotational response on 
molecular polarizability—as 2 — requires an absolute measurement of ( , )n x t .  
 
 
Figure 4.3. Experimental data on the rotational molecular response in H2 and D2. Time-dependent 
phase shift for
e pE E as a function of pump pulse duration for (a) H2 and (b) D2. Density-matrix 
simulations of the rotational phase response (using fitted values of the rotational constants as described 
in the text) are shown as dashed lines. The Fourier transform of the phase shift at times after the 40 fs 
pump pulse for (c) H2 and (d) D2, showing which rotational coherences are excited. The green dashed 





 Here, the experiment of Fig. 4.2 was repeated using a calibrated thin gas target [81] 
similar to the one shown in Fig 4.1, and the refractive index modulation for t > 200 fs 
was compared to density-matrix simulations [29,111] of the rotational response to 
arrive at best-fit values of 
25(3.0 0.6) 10     cm3 for H2 and 
25(3.0 0.4) 10     cm3 for D2. These values are in agreement with previous 
scattering-based measurements [112] and calculations [113]. 
4.4 Vibrational Response 
 
The rotational contribution to the nonlinearity arises from the increased ensemble 
polarizability as the initially randomly oriented molecules are torqued into alignment 
with the optical field [29]. Similarly, a vibrational contribution arises from the optical 
force pushing the molecule’s constituent atoms apart and is expressed as the 
dependence of the molecular polarizability tensorα  on changes in the internuclear 
separation, Q , ( ) (0) ( / )Q Q Q   α α α for Q small compared to the equilibrium 
internuclear distance of 1 Å . The vibrational frequencies in H2 and D2 are in 
the∼100THz range, so to observe vibrational excitation directly (as we are able to do 
with the rotational excitation) one would need a few-cycle optical pulse, as discussed 
earlier. For a pulse longer than a few optical cycles, the vibrational response is 
adiabatic. The laser-induced molecular stretch Q  and thus the stretch-induced 
change in the polarizability, is proportional to the pulse intensity, causing an 
effectively prompt response. One could, in principle, infer the size of the vibrational 
response by observing a reduced nonlinear refractive index for a few-cycle pulse 




vibrational nonlinearity from the electronic nonlinearity through pumping with a 40 fs 
pulse alone. However, we are able to separate them in another way. In a pump-probe 
experiment, interference between the pump and probe beams leads to the generation 
of a nonlinear refractive index grating, which modifies the nonlinear phase shift of the 
probe beam. This two-beam coupling phase shift is discussed in detail for the bound 
and free electronic and the rotational components of the optical nonlinearity in 
diatomic molecules [107]. Here, we use the two-beam coupling phase shift from 
rovibrational modes to measure the rovibrational component of the optical 
nonlinearity in H2 and D2. 
We model the molecular interaction with a pump plus probe field 
( t)( t)1
2
ˆ ˆ( , t) ( ) ( ) .p pe e
ii
e e p pA t e A t e c c
      
 
k rk r
E r e e , where subscripts e and p refer 
to pump and probe, ( )eA t  and ( )pA t  are complex field envelopes (for a weak probe
/ 1p eA A  ), and we define . As described in [93], for an ultrashort 
optical pulse, the full rovibrational model [114] can be well approximated by 
replacing the j-dependent vibrational frequencies by a single vibrational mode of 









P E , where 1 23 3    ,N is the molecular density, 
and 
t
Q  is the time-dependent ensemble-averaged molecular stretch, given by  
 
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(4.1) 
where  is the molecular reduced mass. 




Inserting the expression for ( , t)E r  into eq.(4.1) and keeping slowly varying 
terms up to first order in the probe field, we find 
 . ,s g it t tQ Q Q e c c   k r   
(4.2) 
where ,p e  k k k  and  
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The superscripts s and g denote smooth and grating [94,115]. The former refers 
to the ensemble averaged stretch induced by the pump field only, and the latter refers 
to the stretch contribution induced by interference between the pump and probe 
fields. These stretch terms are the origin of the vibrational nonlinear response 
contributing to the polarization oscillating at frequencies near p

 (which is measured 
in SSSI), 
( ) ( ) ( ) .p p p e
s gi i t i i tvib
p p et t
t N Q t e Q t e
Q
        
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For pump pulses of duration longer than the vibrational period 12 v
 ∼8−12fs in 
H2 and D2, which applies to majority of ultrashort-pulse optical light sources, the 
vibrational response is effectively instantaneous. We therefore consider the probe 
instantaneous nonlinear polarization
( )
( ) ( )
k r
P A p p
i tinst




 , where the effective 
nonlinear susceptibility
eff is related to the nonlinear index shift by2 eff en n I   
, with 2n split into electronic plus vibrational components: 2 2, 2,elec vibn n n  , with 
2, 2, 2,
s g




grating terms are the same, so 2, 2, 2, 2,2
s g s
elec elec elec elecn n n n   . The nonlinear refractive 
index for a weak probe pulse is a factor of 2 larger than that for pulse acting on 
itself [94]. 
To gain immediate physical insight, we first consider the limit of quasi-CW 



















































































































Note that the vibrational nonlinear response picked up by the probe is greatly 
enhanced by the grating term 2,vib
gn for ~ v  , and we exploit the dependence on
/ v  of this resonant two-beam coupling effect to measure the vibrational 
component of the refractive index. We note that in continuous-wave experiments, it is 
well known that the vibrational nonlinearity depends strongly on such resonant 




electronic and vibrational contributions to the prompt nonlinearity. The expression 
above for 2,vib
gn  is singular when v  because of the assumption of infinitely long 




e eA t A e

  (where 1
e vt
 ), it 
is straightforward to derive a well-behaved expression for the grating vibrational 
nonlinearity by integrating Eq. (4.4), 


















where F( )x  is the Dawson function. 
A very useful representation of our resonant two-beam coupling results is a two-
dimensional (2D) plot of SC probe spectral phase shift vs
,p overlap e     , where
,p overlap is the probe frequency which overlaps in time with the pump pulse, as shown 
schematically in Fig. 4.4(a). Measurements and simulations of SC probe phase shift 
vs  in H2 are shown in Fig. 4.4(b), and those for D2 are shown in Fig. 4.3(c). The 
time delay of the SC frequency component at  (left axes) is given by ( ) 

, where 
( )   is the chirped SC spectral phase. For each value of  , scanning top to bottom 
in the plots (negative to positive delay) shows the SC phase shift abruptly changing as 
the molecular nonlinearity is excited by the arriving pump pulse. The initial 
perturbation is dominated by the electronic and vibrational response, followed at 
longer times by rotational revivals. Near 1~ 0.78fs   in H2 (
, 600nmp overlap  ) and 
1~ 0.55fs  in D2 ( , 645nmp overlap  ), the phase changes strongly, consistent with 
resonant two-pulse coupling with molecular resonances between the ground and first 
vibrational excited states. The frequency of the






( ) ( )n e e en n x      , where
e  (not to be confused with the pump central 
frequency) is the harmonic frequency and e ex is the first anharmonicity  
 
Figure 4.4. Phase shift of chirped SC probe vs 
,p overlap e     .The measured probe spectral phase  
is 
0 0( ) ( ) (  )
2 3
2 3
            , with 
2
2 1675fs  ,
3
3 396fs  and 
1
0 3.05fs
 . The 
time delay of SC frequency component at   (left axes) is given ( )  . (a) Supercontinuum 
interference spectrum with variably delayed pump pulse superposed. The top axis shows the time 
corresponding to each frequency component. (b)Experimental and best fit rovibrational simulation 
plots for (b) H2 and (c) D2. The best-fit simulations enabled extraction of 2,elecn  and Q  , shown 














   [58]. For the ground to first excited vibrational state transition,
2v e e ex    , so the resonance is predicted to occur at
10.783fsv
  in H2 and 
10.543fsv





Table 4.1. Measured electronic Kerr coefficient
2,elec
sn at 1 atm (at probe wavelength of 600 nm and pump wavelength of 800 
nm), polarizability anisotropy  , and polarizability derivative Q  . A comparison is made with previous experimental 

























This expt.  [76] This expt.  [112] This expt.   [113]  [117] 
2,rotn  2,vibn  2,totn  
H2 6.5±1.0 6.37 3.0±0.6 3.14 1.3±0.2 1.24 1.3±0.2 2.8 1.2 10.3 





4.5 Extraction of nonlinear coefficients 
We previously found the rotational response parameters  , B and D  from the 
response at time delays following the pump pulse. Fitting the one-mode vibrational 
simulation to the measurements in Fig. 4.4 now enables extraction of the two 
remaining nonlinear coefficients, 
2,elecn , and Q  . The best-fit coefficients are 
listed in Table 4.1, with their associated simulation results shown in the right-hand 
panels of Figs. 4.4(b) and 4.4(c). The 
2,elecn  and 2,vibn  values we find are consistent 
with previous measurements using long, low-intensity pulses based on harmonic 
generation [77], the optical Kerr effect [118], and coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
scattering [119], and the values of Q   are consistent with previous 
calculations [113]and Raman scattering measurements [117]. The most important 
source of error is the determination of the pump laser intensity, which relies on 
accurate measurement of the spatial pump beam profile at the gas target. 
The total nonlinear refractive index 2, 2, 2,2
s s g
elec vib vibn n n   experienced by the probe 
in H2 is plotted as a function of   in Fig. 4.5(a), as calculated for a 40 fs pump 
pulse and a broad chirped SC probe, both using the analytical expression [eq. (4.10)] 
and calculated numerically. The electronic and vibrational parameters are taken from 
Table 4.1. The electronic component of the nonlinear index 2,2
s
elecn  is shown as a red 
dashed line for comparison. In both H2 and D2, the vibrational Kerr effect is 
responsible for ~16% of the total (instantaneous) nonlinear refractive index for a 40 fs 
pulse. Electronic, rotational, and vibrational values of n2 for a long pulse are given in 




in D2, the rotational response becomes adiabatic and the long pulse values can be 
used. While the vibrational nonlinearity is quite small in the visible and near infrared, 
in the mid-infrared there is a resonance when the optical frequency is near 2v  . This 
is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). This may have important implications for the propagation of 
mid-infrared pulses in the atmosphere near10 m  [23]. 
 
Figure 4.5. (a) Calculated nonlinear index 2, 2, 2,2
s s g
elec vib vibn n n   experienced by the probe as a 
function of the pump-probe beat frequency  for a 40 fs pulse centered at 800 nm, calculated using 
Eq. (4.10) (dashed blue) and for  and calculated numerically (solid green). The electronic component 
2,2
s
elecn  is shown as a red dotted line for comparison. (b) Calculated nonlinear index 2, 2,
s s
elec vibn n  for 








electronic and rovibrational nonlinear response of H2 and D2 to intense ultrashort 




. The presence of the 
electronic, rotational, and vibrational contributions all in one set of 2D experimental 
traces enables the determination of the relative contribution of each to the nonlinear 
response. Importantly, one does not need a few femtosecond pump pulse to excite the 
vibrational nonlinearity; our pump-probe configuration promotes its excitation 
through two-beam coupling, even for much longer pump pulses. The nonlinear 
coefficients measured are applicable over a very wide range of laser pulse widths and 
intensities below the ionization threshold, and because they apply to the very simplest 








Field ionization is an extremely nonlinear process that plays a central role in any 
experiment or application involving propagation of intense optical pulses. It is 
integral to the process of high harmonic generation and is important to its phase 
matching [120,121]. It leads to extremely wide bandwidths in supercontinuum 
generation [122], which can be applied to single cycle pulse generation  [123] and 
ultrafast spectral interferometry  [28]. In many situations, field ionization is the 
mechanism for optical beam collapse arrest in femtosecond filamentation [2,3,124]. 
For femtosecond laser pulses, the onset of ionization occurs in the intensity regime 
where multiphoton ionization transitions to tunneling ionization, as the optical field 
goes from being a small perturbation on the atomic potential to being of comparable 
strength. 
Prior measurements of the ionization of atoms and molecules by intense 
ultrashort optical pulses have been performed in vacuum chambers at very low 
pressure by directly capturing the ionization byproducts (electrons and ions) long 
after the ionizing pulse has passed through the interaction volume, approximately the 
beam waist region [125–128]. Measurements in atomic hydrogen can be 
benchmarked to an essentially exact theory [128], and measurements in multi-
electron atoms and molecules [125–127] were found to agree with relatively simple 
single-active-electron theories to within a factor of ~2. Even so, because the 




pulse, analysis of such measurements demands auxiliary simulation of ionization in 
an assumed time-and space-dependent field. 
Understanding intense light pulse propagation in material media requires 
knowledge of its absolute nonlinear response through the ionization transition. 
Because atoms and molecules in this intensity regime are exposed to highly 
nonperturbative fields, there has been considerable discussion about the effect on 
nonlinear propagation. In particular, debate has arisen (see  [129] and references 
therein) regarding potentially exotic contributions to the atomic dipole moment, 
wherein strongly driven bound electrons have been speculated to exhibit a negative 
polarizability. The results we present in this chapter likewise address this issue. 
Employing SSSI, we measure the transient ionization rate induced by an intense 
laser pulse in a particular gas species by recording the space- and time-dependent 
phase shift imposed on a probe pulse. Knowledge of the spatio-temporal phase shift, 
gas density, and medium thickness allows extraction of the absolute transient 
nonlinear response, which includes the nonlinear polarizability and ionization rate. 
SSSI, combined with a measurement of the linear phase shift through the target using 
folded wavefront interferometry, which yields the product of the mean gas density 
and effective gas target thickness
effL   [22], allows us to determine the transient 
nonlinear shift in refractive index absolutely. This method has been used to measure 
the nonlinear index of refraction in gases at intensities up to the ionization 
threshold [22,93,108]; here we measure the response at intensities where the 




5.2 Experiment Setup 
A diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 5.1, and is similar to the one we 
used in Chapter 4. To measure the phase shift in two spatial dimensions and time, the 
probe beam image is swept across the entrance slit of the imaging spectrometer over a 
high repetition rate multi-shot scan as discussed in §3.5. For this experiment, up to 
~0.5 mJ is focused by a 75 cm focal length lens to a spot size of 65 µm. The other 
10% of the amplifier output is compressed by the internal compressor and focused 
into a Xe gas cell, generating supercontinuum covering the range 500-700 nm. This is 
split into probe and reference pulses using a Michelson interferometer and sent into 
the vacuum chamber, focused by a 50 cm focal length lens to a spot size of ~200 µm, 
which overfills the hole in the target. The pump and probe beams are linearly 
polarized and have parallel polarization. The probe pulse spectral phase is 
characterized by time-dependent cross phase modulation [30]. The spectral phase is 
well fit by 2 3




3 100fs   and 
-1
0 3.15fs  . 
The gas target (similar to the one showed in Fig 4.1) is a flattened metal gas flow 
tube with a laser-drilled hole mounted inside a vacuum chamber. A roots pump 
maintains a background chamber pressure of <1 mbar (~100 Pa). The flow gas 
pressure (density) is adjusted to maximize the probe phase shift while limiting 
ionization-induced refraction of the pump and probe. Typically this demanded 
running at lower gas pressure at high laser intensities and at higher pressure for lower 
laser intensities. The effective gas target thickness is 
0( ( ) / ) ~ 450effL N z N dz m  , 






Figure 5.1. Experimental apparatus for 2D+1 SSSI measurement of field-induced ionization. Not 
shown: 800 nm rejection mirror after Xe gas cell, auxiliary interferometer for gas target 
characterization, and pre-target pump spot imaging camera. DM1, DM2, DM3: dichroic mirrors. 
 
hole and N0 is the profile mean density. Leff is much smaller than the pump and probe 
confocal parameters of 30 mm and 200 mm respectively, ensuring that the pump 
intensity is independent of the axial coordinate within the gas, improving the time 
resolution [28]. As discussed in §3.5, in 2D+1 SSSI, the pumped spot in the gas target 
is imaged, as in standard SSSI, to the entrance slit of an imaging spectrometer. We 
define the axis parallel (perpendicular) to the slit as x (y). A motorized scanning 
mirror downstream of the second imaging lens translates the probe/reference beam 
image in the y direction. Each shot captured is a probe/reference interferogram in ω 




before extraction to significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio [54]. Similar to 1D 
SSSI, the extracted spectral phase shift ( , , )ix y t  is then used to determine 
( , , )ix y t   [30] for each i. A three dimensional map of the nonlinear response 
ΔΦ(x,y,t) is built by scanning y. A total of ~10000 shots are used to construct 
ΔΦ(x,y,t). For each laser shot, an image of the pump spot is also captured, enabling 
measurement of y0 as the probe beam is swept back and forth, and allowing post-
collection compensation in the data analysis of pump beam intensity and pointing 
fluctuations. 
Temporal slices of the extracted phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t) in Ar are shown in Fig. 5.2 
for a 42 fs pump pulse of peak intensity 95 TW/cm
2
. Unlike in our previous 
results  [108], these new measurements are absolute and quantitative at intensities 
where ionization is observed. This required increasing the pump spot size to minimize 
lensing of the pump and probe by the plasma transverse gradient, increasing the time 
between pump pulses to 100 ms to avoid cumulative thermal effects in the gas [107], 
and improving the temporal resolution of SSSI by minimizing the probe chirp 
(consistent with the desired temporal window) and optimizing the spectrometer 
resolution [30]. Similar temporal slices for Kr, Xe, N2 and O2 are shown in figures 
5.3-5.6. The bound electronic response is relatively larger in Kr and Xe than in Ar, 
but otherwise the results are qualitatively similar. The molecular gases N2 and O2 
have an additional delayed rotational response that peaks ~80 fs after the peak of the 






Figure 5.2. Results in Ar for peak pump intensity of 95 TW/cm2 and pulsewidth 42 fs. (a) Measured 
spatiotemporal phase shift ΔΦ(x,y0,t). (b) An image of the pump spot at the gas target. (c) The phase 
shift ΔΦ(x,y,t =–14 fs), showing  mostly the Kerr response. (d) Phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t =+25 fs), showing 
the Kerr response on the wings and the growing plasma contribution in the center of the beam. (e) 
Phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t =+100 fs), showing the dominant plasma contribution after the pump pulse. The 







Figure 5.3. Results in Kr at a pump peak intensity of 84 TW/cm2. (a) Measured spatiotemporal phase 
shift ΔΦ(x,y0,t). (b) An image of the pump spot at the gas target, showing that the Kerr response 
simply follows the pump intensity profile. (c) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0 – 14 fs), showing  mostly the 
Kerr response. (d) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+21 fs), showing the Kerr response on the wings and the 
growing plasma phase shift in the center of the beam. (e) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+100 fs), showing 








Figure 5.4. Results in Xe at a pump peak intensity of 50 TW/cm2. (a) Measured spatiotemporal phase 
shift ΔΦ(x,y0,t). (b) An image of the pump spot at the gas target, showing that the Kerr response 
simply follows the pump intensity profile. (c) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0–14 fs), showing  mostly the 
Kerr response. (d) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+14 fs), showing the Kerr response on the wings and the 
growing plasma phase shift in the center of the beam. (e) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+100 fs), showing 








Figure 5.5. Results in N2 at a pump peak intensity of 115 TW/cm
2
. (a) Measured spatiotemporal phase 
shift ΔΦ(x,y0,t). (b) An image of the pump spot at the gas target, showing that the Kerr response 
simply follows the pump intensity profile. (c) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0 – 14 fs), showing  mostly the 
Kerr response. (d) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+14 fs), showing the Kerr response on the wings and the 
growing plasma phase shift in the center of the beam. (e) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+280 fs), showing 









Figure 5.6. Results in O2 at a pump peak intensity of 89 TW/cm
2
. (a) Measured spatiotemporal phase 
shift ΔΦ(x,y0,t). (b) An image of the pump spot at the gas target, showing that the Kerr response simply 
follows the pump intensity profile. (c) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0 – 14 fs), showing  mostly the Kerr 
response. (d) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+14 fs), showing the Kerr response on the wings and the 
growing plasma phase shift in the center of the beam. (e) The phase shift ΔΦ(x,y,t0+350 fs), showing 
the negative plasma phase shift long after the pump pulse and rotational response 
 
 
Recording the full 2D+1 phase shift and amplitude change of the probe beam has 
multiple advantages. Among them is that the spatial peak of the pump spot is easily 
located, even in the presence of pointing drift, and that a single 2D phase shift profile 




information to computationally propagate the imaging plane, allowing post-
experiment correction for slight misalignments of the imaging system, which can 
distort the measured phase and even convert probe beam phase shifts into amplitude 
changes and vice versa. 
We first examine the pure plasma component of the phase shift, which can be 
isolated by examining time delays long after the bound electron response, which can 
include the prompt Kerr response and the delayed rotational response [29] (in the case 
of N2 and O2). For our case of a thin gas target in which the probe experiences 
negligible refraction, the refractive index profile is found using 
( , , ) ( , , ) / ( )effn x y t x y t kL   , giving Ne(x,y)=-2NcrΔn(x,y,t1) for the electron density 
profile, where t1 > 50 fs for the noble gases and t1 > 250 fs for N2 and O2. Here we 
have used the refractive index shift induced by a low density collisionless plasma, 
2/
e cr
n N N   , where Ncr =
213.1 10 cm
-3
 is the critical electron density at the probe 
central wavelength pr = 600 nm. In the absence of probe refraction, each probe ray 
centered at (xi,yi)  samples the dynamics induced by the intensity profile I(xi,yi,t). The 
ionization yield Y = Ne/N0 as a function of intensity is shown in Fig. 5.7, where N0 is 
the peak gas density in the target. Each plotted point is determined as follows: For 
each data set (a complete 2D+1 scan of ~10
4
 consecutive shots at the same nominal 
peak laser power), we sorted the ionization yield data points (for times t > t1) into 20 
intensity bins. The points in Fig. 5.7 are average values for Y in each bin. A full 
intensity scan for a gas species consists of multiple 2D+1 datasets, each at a different 




9 for N2, and 8 for O2 to generate Fig. 5.7. Results are compared to the ionization 
yield calculated using the highly cited Peremolov-Popov-Terent’ev (PPT)  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Ionization yield (x) as a function of peak intensity for (a) Ar (red), Kr (green), Xe (blue); 
(b) N2 (black) and O2 (magenta). PPT  [130] rates are shown as solid lines. TDSE calculations for Ar, 
Kr, and Xe are shown as closed circles  [131]. Fits to a multiphoton ionization rate are shown as 
dashed lines. 
 
rate [126,130] (solid lines) and to single active electron time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation (TDSE) calculations (closed circles) [131]. 
As in most measurements of the nonlinear response, the error is dominated by 
the uncertainty in the peak intensity. Here, in a new procedure, we use our previous 









2( , ) ( , )n x y n I x y   by directly comparing CCD camera images of the pump spot to 
2D Kerr phase shift profiles measured with 2D+1 SSSI at sub-ionization intensities of 
<50 TW/cm
2
. The uncertainty in the intensity is 13%, mostly arising from the 
uncertainty in n2, with the residual uncertainty due to shot-to-shot fluctuations in the 
measured phase shift of ~3 mrad. The actual uncertainty, as is clear from the scatter in 
Fig. 5.3, is greater and increases with ionization yield. It is dominated by systematic 
errors that are difficult to quantify. For example, probe refraction can distort the 
phase image, increasing the scatter in the measured phase shift at points that 
correspond to the same peak intensity. 
As discussed earlier, the atoms/molecules in gases supporting filamentary 
propagation of femtosecond pulses are exposed to highly non-perturbative fields, 
leading to questions  [72,132,133] about whether all the possible physics of the 
atomic/molecular response important to propagation had been captured by well-
known models  [2], and suggesting potential exotic effects [134]. While our prior 
experiments accurately accounted for the bound electron nonlinearity below the 
ionization threshold [108], only with this experiment have we fully mapped the 
complete nonlinear response through the ionization transition with sufficient accuracy 
to map the bound contribution surviving above the ionization threshold. 
The full time-dependent nonlinear response, from the onset of the Kerr response 
through ionization for argon, is shown in Fig. 5.8. At low intensity the response 
follows the pump pulse intensity envelope, which is well fit by a Gaussian with a full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of FWHM =42 fs, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). Time 




intensities, along with fits to 
2 2/ 1/2Δ ( ) Δ Δ erf[ / ( / )]t τK pn t n e n t τ m
  , where 
/ (2 ln 2 )FWHM  . The first term, with 2 0Kn n I  , is the Kerr response for a 
Gaussian pulse of peak intensity I0, and the second term models the plasma 
contribution supplied by a multiphoton ionization rate Y=CI
m
 for a Gaussian pulse, 
where C and m are fitting parameters. Despite its simplicity, this model is an excellent 
fit to the data. Figure 5.8(c) plots, as a function of peak intensity, the peak Kerr 
contribution 
Kn  and the peak index change pn contributed by the plasma 
component.  
Remarkably, we find that 
Kn  continues to rise with intensity even beyond the 
ionization threshold. In Ar, Kr, and Xe, the intensity dependence of 
Kn  is consistent 
with 
2Kn n I  , where n2 describes the linear dependence of Kn  at intensities in the 
perturbation regime, well below the appearance of ionization  [108]. Results are 
similar in O2 and N2, shown in Fig. 5.4(d). That such a simple response of bound 
electrons, normally associated with low order perturbation theory, continues to apply 
for non-perturbative fields beyond the ionization threshold, is itself a more intriguing 
effect than any of the previously suggested exotica [129,134].  
The dynamic range of the measurement is limited by two factors. Given the 
number of shots averaged here, the minimum measurable phase shift is ~5 mrad. To 
minimize refractive distortion of the probe beam, the phase shift should ideally be 
kept well below 1 radian. Thus, one could extend the measurement to higher 
intensities by lowering the gas density (input pressure), as long as the linear phase 





Figure 5.8. Response during pump pulse. (a) The nonlinear refractive index as a function of time for 
peak intensity of 42 TW/cm2, below the threshold for ionization, and a fit to a Gaussian with FWHM 
42 fs. (b) Nonlinear refractive index as a function of time and fits to the standard model (Kerr effect 
plus ionization) for Ar. The curves have been offset vertically for clarity. (c) Plot of Kerr index change   
(×) and plasma index change  (+) from fits as a function of intensity in Ar (black), Kr (blue), and Xe 
(red). (d) Same as part (c) for N2 (red) and O2 (blue). 
 
In summary, we have performed absolute measurements of transient laser-




with theory. Unlike the usual methods [9-12] for measuring ionization, which involve 
electrostatic collection of a few ions distributed through the laser focus, single shot 
spectral interferometry is applicable to high pressure gases, which allows absolute 
measurements associated with accurate beam intensity calibration. Importantly, 
knowledge of absolute ionization rates allows one, finally, to establish the absolute 
levels of free and bound electron contribution to the medium polarizability in 
common propagation scenarios involving ionization, such as femtosecond 
filamentation. At least for a ~40 fs Gaussian-like pump pulse at  = 800 nm, the 
bound component of the electron response is universally quadratic in the field over 
the full range of the interaction up to >100 TW/cm
2
, which is well past the ionization 











Figure A.1 Diatomic molecule in an external pump electric field 
 















where  and   are the polarizabilities along the long and short axes of the 


























thus in lab frame of reference we have  
2
2
cos 0 sin cos
( ) 0 0
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(A.3) 
where      . The induced dipole on the molecule due to the laser electric 
field is 212 ˆ ˆ( ) sin 2 ( sin )z zE E          p E x z , which in turn causes the 
molecule to experience a torque 212 ˆsin 2zE     p E y . For a impulsive short 
pulse with fluence 
2(erg/ cm )F  we have 
2
( ) ( ) 4 zI t F t c E   , thus 
2
ˆ( ) sin 2 ( )t F t
c

  τ y  
(A.4) 
Newton’s third law related the torque to the moment of inertia MI  and angular 
acceleration θ  : 
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where H( )t  is the unit step function, 0ω  is the initial angular velocity and 0  is the 
initial angle. We have that the angle   doesn’t change significantly during the optical 
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Assuming all of  the initial angles and initial angular velocity directions are equally 








































Appendix B: Electronic and rotational symmetries in isotropic 
media 
For an isotropic media third order electronic nonlinearity 
(3)  possesses the 
following symmetries [26]:  
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) ,yyzz zzyy zzxx xxzz xxyy yyxx           
(B.1a) 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) ,yzyz zyzy zxzx xzxz xyxy yxyx           
(B.1b) 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) ,yzzy zyyz zxxz xzzx xyyx yxxy            
(B.1c) 
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) .xxxx yyyy zzzz xxzz xzxz xzzx            
(B.1d) 
Assuming Kleinman symmetry, eq. (B.1d) results in  
(3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)1 1 1 .
3 3 3
xxxx yyyy zzzz xxzz xzxz xzzx           
(B.2) 
Let us assume initially that the pump and probe are both polarized along the z 
axis. We have 
(3) ( ) ( )* ( )( ) ( ; , , ) ,z z zz p zzzz p e e p e e pP E E E         
(B.3) 
whereas for the case that the probe is polarized along x we have 
(3) ( ) ( )* ( )
(3) ( ) ( )* ( )
( ) ( ; , , )
1
( ; , , )
3
z z x
x p xzzx p e e p e e p
z z x
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(B.4) 
Thus the phase shift imparted on the probe due to electronic response in isotropic 
media when it is perpendicular to the pump is 1/3 of the electronic phase shift of the 





Figure B.1 Diatomic molecule in an external probe electric field 
 
Next we derive the induced phase shift due to rotational response when the probe is 
parallel to pump (along z ) , as shown in Fig. B.1. As derived in Eq.(A.3) the induced 
dipole moment along z  is 2( cos )z zp E     . When we have a population of 
molecules that are at thermal equilibrium every orientation along upper half sphere is 
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(B.5) 
and ( 1 3 )z zp E     So for a probe along the z- axis the refractive index is
2
0
11 4 ( )
3
n N      . A strong pump along z-axis,  rotational wave packet is 
formed, then the refractive index is  2 21 4 cos
t










change in refractive index due to the rotational wave packet is 
 2 2 20 14 cos 3tn n N       which can be simplified as 
 2
0








   . 
When the probe is aligned along x we define the new rotation matrix  
cos cos cos sin sin
( ) ( ) sin cos 0 ,
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(B.8) 
for an ensemble of molecules with thermal distribution.. Thus for the case of probe 
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